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Abstract

Transnational investments in farmland in countries where agriculture is a relatively large
share of the economy are recent and controversial. Some economists view these investments
as developmental opportunities including capital deepening, new technology, and employment opportunities. Others view these investments as land grabs, emphasizing the dislocation of local farmers and insucient compensation for land use. However, these views are not
based on structural growth model analyses. This research investigates how these seemingly
conicting eects interact with each other in the process of economic growth by tting a dynamic general equilibrium model to Ghanaian data. Capital and land markets are modeled
to be segmented between domestic and foreign agents. The diering eects of two common
foreign investment activities, grain farming and biofuel production, are investigated. Both
entail the displacement of local capital and labor in agriculture, which has economy-wide
eects over time. Grain farming investments tend to promote capital accumulation and
increase income and consumption over the transition, whereas labor income is adversely affected. Biofuel projects induce the reverse. Results suggest that the current predominance
of foreign investment in biofuel production is likely to increase labor income and household
welfare, measured by consumption level, yet leads to a decline in national income in the long
run. Results identify the relative labor intensity of technology on foreign-operated farms,
which aects the returns to domestic capital and the pace of capital deepening, as a major
determinant of the long-term eect of farmland investments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the past few years, farmland investments in developing countries by foreign
investors have made numerous media headlines across the world, causing expectations
and concerns among development experts and academics.

1

Some economists view

these investments as developmental opportunities including capital deepening, new
technology, and employment opportunities.

Others view these investments as land

grabs that displace local farmers. These diering views are partly due to the apparent
paradox that poor host countries, often themselves recipients of foreign aid, rent out
their land to foreign investors, the returns to foreign capital and land (and often the
output) of which tend to be expropriated by these investors and remunerated to the
wealthier countries of their residence.
Generally acknowledged is the need for agricultural investment and improved access to advanced technology as well as employment opportunities for local people,
which transnational farmland investments might deliver to host countries. Yet such
optimism does not go unchallenged as concerns are raised over possible adverse eects
of such investments including dislocation of local farmers, insucient compensation

1 The phenomenon is alternatively referred to as `(Transnational) Large-scale Land Acquisition.'
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for land use, and few technological spillovers to domestic farmers. Media reports and
published documentation notwithstanding, little knowledge has been obtained to date
on how these seemingly conicting eects interact with each other with regard to the
host country's economic growth and household welfare. In economies where agriculture accounts for a relatively large share of gross domestic product, land investments
almost surely have economy-wide implications. Thus far, a dearth of analytical research has focused on comparative statics without providing a dynamic perspective on
the eect of such investments on long-term growth and household welfare (Chaudhuri
and Banerjee 2010, Arndt et al. 2012, among others).
This research addresses the knowledge gap by focusing on Ghana, the fourth
largest recipient of farmland investments in sub-Saharan Africa in terms of land area
acquired (Schoneveld 2014).

2

Transnational farmland investments are modeled in

a dynamic general equilibrium framework.

In particular, we model two types of

market segmentation: one between domestic and world capital markets and another
between lands for domestic farmers and foreign-operated farms. Segmented capital
markets imply foreign investment, which has access to `cheaper' capital from the world
capital market unlike domestic farmers, has an advantage over domestic agriculture
in competing for resources.

Segmented land markets suggest the land allocation

between domestic and foreign-owned farms is not the outcome of market equilibrium,
but the result of non-economic forces.

Two common foreign investment activities

are modeled reecting the Ghanaian context  land acquisition to engage in grainproduction to be sold in the domestic market and biofuel-production to be exported.
Multiple numerical experiments are conducted in which foreign investors (a) engage
in grain farming projects, (b) engage in biofuel projects, and (c) invest in both types

2 The top three recipients are Mozambique, Zambia, and Ethiopia. The land area of each of those
countries is at least three times greater than that of Ghana.

2

of activities.
The results identify, unlike preceding analyses, changes in return to domestic
capital as the key channel through which transnational farmland investments aect
capital accumulation, growth, and household welfare.

In addition, the change in

domestic terms of trade via inter-sectoral linkages is shown to aect the transitional
growth of agriculture, manufacturing, and services. The return to capital, in turn, is
critically dependent upon the labor intensity of technology on the farms operated by
foreign investors. That is, the labor intensity of foreign technology aects how the
marginal productivity of each factor is changed via the movements of labor and capital
formerly employed on the land transferred to other sectors of the economy. It turns
out that grain farming projects with capital-intensive technology promote capital
accumulation at the expense of labor income.

Biofuel projects induce the reverse

due to the relative labor intensity of this activity. Finally, this research investigates
the implication of the current farmland distribution between domestic and foreignoperated farms in Ghana.

3

Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Transnational Farmland Investments
Data on the real scope and dimensions of large-scale transnational land acquisitions
are sparse, with estimates varying widely across institutions and researchers. Time
series data on a specic country is non-existent. Citing the International Land Coalition's estimate of almost 80 million hectares having been under negotiation with a
foreign investor, the Economist magazine compared it to the area of farmland of
Britain, France, Germany and Italy combined.

1 In the most comprehensive publica-

tion covering the phenomenon on a worldwide scale, Deininger et al. (2011) contrasts
approximately 56 million hectares of land deals announced in 2009 alone to less than
4 million hectares, the average annual expansion of worldwide farmland before 2008.
They also report more than 70 percent of the aected land is concentrated in subSaharan Africa, followed by Asia and Latin America. In sub-Saharan Africa, seven
economies (Zambia, Ghana, Madagascar, Mozambique, Ethiopia, South Sudan and

1 Preliminary research by the International Land Coalition, a non-governmental organisation,
reckons almost 80 m hectares have been subject to some sort of negotiations with a foreign organisation, more than half in Africa. The surge in land deals: When others are grabbing their land
The Economist magazine. May 5th 2011.
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Liberia) account for nearly two-thirds (65.7%) of total land acquired (Schoneveld
2011).

2

From the viewpoint of investors, underlying the recent land rush are several driving
forces, which Hall (2011) summarizes as the triple-F crisis: food, fuel and nance.
The rst is perceived to be the key driver behind government-backed investments,
while the other two primarily behind private sector initiatives.
The concern for food security, particularly by investor nations, is often cited by
the media as the main impetus for the recent pursuit for foreign land acquisition by
countries like the East Asian and the Gulf states. The food price spikes of 2007 and
2008 have allegedly reminded those food-importing countries of their vulnerability to
uctuations in global commodity markets, shaking the assumption that they would
continue to enjoy low food prices.

This realization is argued to have led them to

seek out to acquire agricultural land overseas as a way to ensure a stable and steady
supply of food (Cotula et al. 2009, von Braun and Meinzen-Dick 2009, Deininger et
al. 2011, Hall 2011).
For land deals by private sector, the key driver for the recent land rush is the
biofuels boom. Skyrocketing energy prices until the 2008 nancial crisis created powerful incentives for companies to invest in land for the production of biofuel crops.
Government consumption mandates, such as the EU's target of ten percent renewable content in its fuel stock by 2020, created guaranteed markets for decades to come
(Cotula et al. 2009, Hall 2011, Schoneveld 2011).
Another attraction for private sector investors is the rate of return to agriculture
investment (Cotula et al. 2009). They suggest that the collapse of equity and bond
markets diminished the appeal of these traditional investment options, while soaring

2 According to Schoneveld (2014), land acquired by foreign investments account for 9.6 percent
of total area harvested in 2012.
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agricultural commodity prices made investing in agricultural land appear to be an
increasingly lucrative alternative. Relatively low land prices and the perceived potential for productivity increase in agriculture in developing countries also furthered
the expectation of high return to investment, adding to the incentives for portfolio
diversication toward more tangible assets like land (Cotula et al. 2009, Deininger et
al. 2011).
From the perspective of host countries, the literature links the incentives to
attract transnational land investments to the benets to economic development.
Much-needed capital injection is expected to reinvigorate sagging agricultural sectors through a variety of development benets including infrastructure provisions,
technology transfer, and employment creation (Cotula et al.

2009, von Braun and

Meinzen-Dick 2009, Deininger et al. 2011). All these are perceived to be opportunities to exploit `surplus' land that is allegedly unused or underutilized (Hallam
2009), although many experts warn of unwarranted optimism (See von Braun and
Meinzen-Dick 2009, Cotula et al. 2009, among others).
With regard to the origin and nature of investors, foreign investors play a major
role at least in sub-Saharan Africa, compared to domestically owned capital (Cotula
et al. 2009, Schoneveld 2011), although foreign dominance is less pronounced outside
the region (Deininger et al. 2011). In sub-Saharan Africa, Schoneveld (2014) reports
a signicant geographic concentration of investor origin, listing the U.K., the U.S.,
India, Norway, and Germany as major investor countries in his extensive survey
over 353 farmland investment projects in the region.

3 He also presents an intriguing

typology where investments from the north such as North America and the EU seek
land mostly for biofuels production and investment return, whereas land investments

3 While Asian investors play an important role, China is not a dominant investor in plantation
agriculture in Africa, in contrast to how it is portrayed (Schoneveld 2011).
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from the southern economies such as India, Libya and Saudi Arabia focuses largely
on food production, presumably reecting the dierential degrees of food insecurity

4 The ownership type of investment varies

between the two regions (Schoneveld 2011).

from governments in the form of sovereign wealth funds or state-owned enterprises to
nancial entities such as pension funds to multinational agribusiness rms (Cotula et
al 2011, Deininger et al. 2011).
In general, 37 percent of land deals worldwide focus on food crops, 21 percent on
industrial/cash crops and 21 percent on biofuels, according to Deininger et al. (2011).
In sub-Saharan Africa, Cotula et al.

(2009) reports that food projects account for

the majority of allocated land areas, while Schoneveld's (2014) more recent survey
in the region suggests the dominance of biofuel projects cultivating oil crops (such
as jatropha and oil palm) or sugar cane and the relative scarcity of food projects

5 Most biofuel projects mainly target export markets, whereas

cultivating staple crops.

the market orientation of projects that cultivate food crops tends to vary depending
on the nature of each project. Some investors seek explicit guarantees that harvested
crops will be fully repatriated to their home countries and provisions that ensure full
or partial repatriation is often an important part of negotiations (Cotula et al. 2009).
Rather than purchase, land leases are the predominant form of transnational land
acquisition in sub-Saharan Africa, and the leaseholds tend to extend upward of 99
years, and are often renewable (Cotula et al.

2009, Schoneveld 2014).

In many

countries, land rents or related monetary transfers are in general negligibly low and
often absent. Such meager land rental rates are attributable to the diculty of setting
rents in the absence of well-established land markets and the fact that local authorities

4 Schoneveld (2011) also reports a substantial presence of forestry-related land investment mostly
initiated by Nordic countries accounting for 9.0% of projects in the study.

5 According to Schoneveld (2014), 37.6 percent of foreign farmland investment in sub-Saharan

Africa exclusively focuses on biofuel, 31.1 percent on food crops and 16.6 percent on both biofuel
and food.
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often expect benets from such deals in the form of infrastructure development and
job creation (Cotula et al. 2009).
While the nature and extent of land use prior to acquisition by foreign investors
varies, a recurring theme in this literature is the strong tendency of the leased land to
have been under some form of customary tenure rather than having being empty or
abandoned (Cotula et al. 2009, Deininger et al. 2011, Schoneveld 2011). Customary
and often collective land ownership is the predominant form of land rights in rural
areas of sub-Saharan Africa where formal land rights are poorly established (Alden
Wily 2011). The informal and undocumented nature of such land rights often renders
them unrecognized or ignored when bureaucrats or local elites determine the land
plots are available for transfer. Therefore, it is important to note that most of the
land acquired by foreign investors is claimed by farmers, herders, hunters or foragers
based on present, seasonal or future use (Cotula et al. 2009).

6 In addition, land

targeted by foreign investors for commercial agriculture is often already suitable for
agriculture in terms of, most importantly, water availability and market access, further

7

reducing the chances that abandoned or marginal lands are transferred.

2.2 Transnational Farmland Investments in Ghana
According to Schoneveld (2014), 1.6∼2 million ha of farmland in Ghana is under
acquisition by foreign agricultural investors in 2012, which makes her the fourth
largest farmland investment destination in sub-Saharan Africa, behind Mozambique,
Zambia and Ethiopia. This accounts for 10∼13 percent of total agricultural land in

6 It should also be noted that there tends to be a ratio of ve plots under fallow to every plot
under cultivation in sub-Saharan Africa, which leads to the underestimation of plots currently put
to agricultural use (Cotula et al. 2009).

7 This may explain why even in seemingly land abundant countries like Sudan large-scale land

allocations have been reported to entail takings of local land rights (Cotula et al. 2009).
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Fig. 1. Distribution of biofuel feedstock plantations > 10,000 ha in size.

Figure 2.1: Distribution of biofuel feedstock plantations > 10,000 ha in Ghana

Sources: Schoneveld (2013)

Ghana have embraced this development for its potential to
contribute to ongoing efforts to promote rural development
through the modernization and diversification of the
agricultural sector. The agricultural sector is the backbone of
the economy, accounting for 34% of GDP and employing 55%
of the economically active population (World Bank 2010b).
Nonetheless, from being virtually self-sufficient in the 1970s,
Ghana has become a chronic net food importer, unable to meet9
the domestic demand for staple foods such as wheat and rice
with domestic production. Public and private underinvestment,
poor market linkages, and barriers to adoption of modern
inputs are considered to be key factors underlying Ghana’s
poor agricultural productivity (Seini 2002, Benin et al. 2009,

associated with an expansion in the area under cultivation
rather than gains in land use efficiency (Quaye et al. 2010).
Perpetuated by the relatively high cost of industrial inputs and
poverty, the level of agricultural intensification is low, with
most smallholders practicing the traditional system of
rotational bush-fallow. This is a form of shifting cultivation
whereby land is cleared and burnt for the cultivation of specific
crops and is subsequently left fallow for typically two to five
years before being brought back into use. Although this system
can be relatively sustainable at low population densities, land
constraints are considered by some to be too high in much of
Ghana for this farming system to be able to sustain the needs
of a growing population (Ardey Codjoe 2010, Quaye et al.

Ghana (FAO 2014). As shown in Figure 2.1, the great majority of biofuel projects
are located in the forest-savanna transition zone separating the semi-arid savannas
in northern Ghana and the humid tropical areas in the south.

8 This area is agro-

ecologically suitable for large-scale agricultural enterprise due to the biannual rainfall
regime, relative accessibility to key markets, and low population densities enabling
access to large contiguous areas of land at low cost (Schoneveld 2013).
As is usually the case in sub-Saharan Africa, the predominant type of investment
in Ghana is cultivation of biofuel, which accounts for about 60 percent of all acquired
area (Schoneveld 2013).

9 A great majority of these projects cultivate Jatropha Curcas

L., while there are also plantations growing oil palm and sugarcane. Jatropha Curcas
L. (jatropha) is an inedible oilseed bearing shrub touted for its purported ability
to generate high yields under arid and low input conditions (Schoneveld 2013). Its
seeds contain 27-40% oil that can be processed to produce a high-quality biodiesel
fuel, usable in a standard diesel engine (Ofori-Boateng and Lee 2011, Lang and Elhaj
2013).
Food crop investments predominantly target the cultivation of grain crops such
as maize and rice for the domestic market (Schoneveld 2013). The typical leasehold
duration is 50 years for foreign investors. Prot sharing agreements in lieu of xed
rents are the common form of the remuneration for leaseholds, but the ratio of prot

10

paid to the local community is uncertain (Schoneveld 2011, Schoneveld 2013).

8 Admittedly, this map includes only biofuel projects.

A map showing all types of farmland

investments could not be located.

9 Note that newer, but unpublished, data is used in the numerical experiments of this paper. The

data is from the author's personal communication with Dr. George C. Schoneveld.

10 Two known examples of the prot sharing ratio are 25 percent (Schoneveld 2013) and 33 percent.
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Figure 2.2: Economy-wide and agriculture growth in Ghana (1971-2013)
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2.3 Overview of the Ghanaian Economy
Before entering its recent and relatively steady growth period in the mid 1980s, Ghana
historically experienced economic stagnation with wide volatility in growth. In the 13
years between 1971 and 1983, only 6 years witnessed positive GDP growth. Growth
uctuations were particularly serious in the late 1970s and early 1980s, when the
country experienced no two consecutive years of positive growth (Figure 2.2).

In

consequence, the economy actually contracted during the period. After this period
of stagnation, Ghana entered a period of more stable growth, which has continued
for more than two decades. The average growth rate between 1984 and 2013 was 5.7
percent, while per-capita GDP increased by close to 3 percent annually.
Figure 2.2 also reveals two distinct periods in terms of the growth relationship
between the agricultural sector and the overall economy. During the period of 19711983, economy-wide growth uctuations closely followed that of agricultural growth.
This points to the dominant role played by agriculture and the economy's high dependence on the sector's performance. In the next period of 1984 - 2013, economy-wide
growth performance seemed to be better able to withstand uctuations in agricultural growth. Between 2005 and 2007, for instance, the economy grew by more than
6 percent in spite of negative agricultural growth.
Thus, the economy of Ghana has been historically dominated by agriculture, although this dominance has been in gradual decline in recent years, as illustrated in
Figure 2.3 (Breisinger et al. 2008, Kolavalli et al. 2012). Previously, whenever the
overall economy stagnated, the share of agriculture in the economy increased due to
the basic need characteristics of agricultural production (Breisinger et al.

2008).

The agricultural share in the economy peaked in the late 1970s, when the sector accounted for about 60 percent of total GDP. The subsequent fall of the sector's share

12

Figure 2.3: GDP share of major sectors in Ghana (1971-2013)
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in total GDP mirrors the growth rebound of non-agricultural sectors, especially the
industrial sector in the 1980s and the service sector in the late 2000s. For the period
from 1996 to 2005, the share of all three sectors remained relatively stable, indicating
a decade-long period of balanced growth.

However, the share of agriculture shows

steady decline since then, which is partially oset by the expanding share of the
service sector.
In general, these trends in sector shares are consistent with the structural transformation typically experienced by developing economies (Gollin 2010, Herrendorf et
al. 2013), but the relatively stagnant growth of the industrial sector since the mid
1990s suggests the possibility of premature deindustrialization recently observed in
notable developing economies in sub-Saharan Africa (Rodrik 2015).
Table 2.1 summarizes the results of growth accounting analysis of Ghana for the
period of 1971-2013, which decomposes its economy-wide growth performance into
input (factor) uses and productivity increases (Roe et al. 2014). Total factor productivity (TFP) provides a measure of productivity increase, which is identied as the
part of GDP growth not explained by the contributions of inputs (labor, capital and
land

11 ). Contribution of each input implies the part of GDP growth accounted for

by changes in the use of the input. All the values are annual averages during each
period.
For the 43-year period, GDP grew by 3.7 percent and productivity increase accounted for only 0.2 percent. Most of the GDP growth was accounted for by labor
force increase and capital investment.

Well over half of growth is explained by in-

creases in labor force (0.023). Capital's contribution (0.012) is less than half of labor's
contribution. The contribution of farmland expansion is negligible.
When we break the period into decades, we observe increasing trends of TFP and

11 Land implies farmland used in agriculture.
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Table 2.1: Growth accounting analysis (1971-2013)

Period

1971-1980

1981-1990

1991-2000

2001-2013

1971-2013

GDP growth

0.005

0.023

0.043

0.069

0.037

Labor growth

0.032

0.044

0.035

0.023

0.033

Labor contribution

0.022

0.031

0.024

0.016

0.023

Capital growth

0.023

0.011

0.074

0.069

0.046

Capital contribution

0.006

0.003

0.020

0.018

0.012

Land expansion

0.003

0.005

0.014

0.007

0.007

Land contribution

0.000

0.000

0.001

0.000

0.000

TFP

-0.023

-0.011

-0.001

0.034

0.002

source: author's calculation based on GTAP8 database and World Development Indicators (Narayanan 2012, World Bank 2014)

capital contribution as well as a decreasing trend of labor contribution. For instance,
TFP rose from - 0.023 in the 1970s to 0.034 in the 2000s, whereas labor contribution
declined from 0.022 to 0.016 during the same period. Capital contribution exhibited
an increasing but uctuating trend. Based on these trends, we can distinguish three
distinct periods with regard to the nature of growth performance in Ghana.
That is, the rst 20-year period (the 1970s and 1980s) can be described by lackluster growth performance absent any productivity increases. Most of growth in the
period occurred due to labor growth. The next period covering the 1990s is characterized by improved economic growth (4.3 percent) with relative importance of capital's
contribution (0.020), which accounts for almost half of GDP growth during the period.
Finally, the 2000s is found to be a decade of stellar economic growth (6.9 percent) predominantly achieved by productivity improvement (0.034), which accounts for more
than half of total growth. This trend suggests further improvement in overall growth
performance as well as in per-capita income for the near future of the country.
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Chapter 3
Literature and Conceptual
Framework
3.1 Literature Review
A plethora of articles documenting the scope and nature of transnational large-scale
land acquisitions notwithstanding, relatively little analytical economic research has
been undertaken on the issue. The econometric work based on gravity models conducted by Arezki et al. (2011) conrms the role of agro-ecological factors as a pivotal
determinant of foreign land acquisition. One noteworthy nding of the study is that
those prospective investor interests are positively associated with weak land governance and tenure security for current land users, possibly justifying concerns that
those land-related investments are mostly extractive with little concern about longterm benets to local populations.
An occupational choice model has been employed to investigate the change in the
welfare of local farmers in the community where land is acquired by foreign investors.
Dessy et al. (2012) model farmer's choice problem between subsistence farming and
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wage employment in the face of the transfer of communal land. Their ndings suggest
that the welfare of aected farmers, measured in utility levels, rests on the degree of
labor-intensity of the technology adopted by the foreign-owned enterprises and that
the export-oriented nature of the foreign-produced agricultural goods might render
local populations to be dependent on imported crops. In the same vein, Kleemann
and Thiele (2014) identify four channels by which local farmers' welfare is aected:
size of compensation, productivity spillovers, employment opportunities, and change
in the food price.

In their framework, they identied two categories of farmland

investment - food crops and cash crops, and also suggest that the labor intensity of
each category of investment is the key determinant in changes in the welfare of the
aected population.
Departing from the partial equilibrium approach of these studies, a few papers
have drawn on theoretical constructs based on general equilibrium to infer the eects
of land acquisition on welfare, with mixed results. Regarding likely positive eects on
welfare, Chaudhuri and Banerjee (2010) suggest that foreign direct investments (FDI)
in agricultural land unequivocally contributes to improvements in national welfare
and mitigates unemployment problems, largely justifying such land deals as Pareto
improvements.

The comparative statics results by Das (2012), on the other hand,

show the possibility of exacerbated food security problems due to such investment in
farmland even in the presence of productivity improvements. Also emphasized in his
study is the importance of fostering good governance in materializing the perceived
developmental benets from land-related investment.

These studies focus only on

farmland investments that cultivate food crops and do not t their models to data.
A computable general equilibrium analysis using empirical data was undertaken
by Arndt et al. (2010) and Arndt et al. (2012) to investigate the eects of the biofuel
industry at the national level in Mozambique and Tanzania, respectively.
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In these

studies, various types of biofuel projects are modeled to investigate their eects on
growth, income distribution, and poverty.

The introduction of foreign capital and

repatriation of capital income are explicitly modeled. Again, the labor intensity of
the technology of the biofuel sector is identied as a key factor determining changes in
the household welfare. However, these models are inherently static and fail to capture
the eect of changes in the return to capital due to the introduction of foreign capital

1

and repatriation of prots on inter-temporal resource allocation.

3.2 Conceptual Framework
This research investigates the eect of transnational farmland investments on the host
country economy by developing a multi-sector dynamic framework. The framework
is based on neoclassical (endogenous saving) growth theory where both inter-sectoral
linkages and inter-temporal resource allocations are taken into account. The model is
t to data and validated. Specically the model incorporates the following elements
associated with transnational farmland investments: introduction of foreign capital
and technology, repatriation of foreign capital income and prot, land use compensation in the form of prot sharing, distinctive crop types, and the discrepancy in
domestic and world capital rental rates.
The capital deepening eect of foreign capital and capital-intensive technology is
expected to expand the productive capacity of the economy. However, the repatriation
of foreign capital income and prot (land rents) to the investors' home countries can
lower total domestic factor returns, and hence erode income growth corresponding to
the expansion due to foreign-owned sectors. Land transfers from domestic agriculture

1 These models are dynamic only in that resource endowments are updated each period based
on the equilibrium results from the preceding period. However, no inter-temporal optimization is
undertaken by any agents in the framework.
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to foreign-owned agriculture will shrink domestic land income, which will be at least
partially oset by land use compensation.
Most importantly, the introduction of foreign capital and foreign technology will
aect eective factor endowments available for domestic sectors, leading to changes in
factor rental rates. With the entry of a foreign sector that brings in capital from outside, more capital becomes available for domestic sectors to employ. This is because
foreign capital replaces domestic capital previously employed by domestic agriculture
on the transferred land. Then, domestic capital replaced by foreign capital is released
to the domestic capital market.
Meanwhile, whether more or less labor becomes available for domestic sectors
depends upon the factor intensity of foreign technology. With the entry of the foreign
sector, farm workers previously employed on the transferred land will be dislocated.
If foreign technology is capital intensive relative to their domestic counterpart, as
is the case in grain projects, the labor employed by foreign sector falls short of the
dislocated labor.

Then labor will be released to the labor market and more labor

becomes available for domestic sectors to employ.
On the other hand, if foreign technology is labor intensive relative to their domestic
counterpart, as is the case in biofuel projects, the foreign sector will hire all the
dislocated workers and more. Labor will be absorbed into the transferred land from
the labor market and less labor becomes available for domestic sectors.
This change in eective factor endowments will aect factor rental rates. Changes
in the wage rate will aect labor income directly and the growth of labor-intensive
domestic agricultural sectors indirectly over time. Changes in the capital rental rate
will aect the household's inter-temporal resource allocation, leading to changes in
capital accumulation and growth.
Numerical experiments based upon this model provide insight on how all these
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factors interact with each other and determine the income, household welfare, food
(grain) consumption and labor income initially and over the transition to the long run
equilibrium. In addition, this is the rst study modeling both food crops and biofuel
projects simultaneously, which are two predominant types of transnational farmland
investments.
Two segmentations in factor markets are crucial to understanding the eect of
transnational farmland investment.

First, unlike domestic sectors, foreign invest-

ments have access to the world capital market where the capital rental rate is lower.
The discrepancy between world and domestic returns to capital can be attributed
to the relative scarcity of capital in the host country economy.

2 Therefore, cheaper

capital is limited to foreign-operated agricultural sectors. This segmentation between
domestic and world capital markets implies an advantage for foreign-operated farms
over domestic agriculture in competing for resources, leading to further expansion of
the former in terms of input use and production.
Second, the land market is also segmented between farmland for domestic agriculture and farmland acquired by foreign investors. That is, the allocation of land
between domestic and foreign agriculture is not the outcome of market equilibrium,
but the result of non-economic forces including political and cultural factors (Tsikata

3

and Yaro 2011, Schoneveld 2013) . The segmented land market also implies that different returns to land across domestic and foreign-operated farms persist throughout
the transition.
A few assumptions underlying the model merit discussion.

First, all the land

acquired by foreign investors is assumed to be transferred from farmland already
under cultivation by domestic agriculture.

This is in accordance with documented

2 Risk premium and other institutional costs involved in such investments are assumed away.
3 In addition, the land markets for grain cultivation and for the rest of agriculture (non-grain
agriculture) are also segmented due to agronomic factors such as soil and climatic conditions.
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ndings reviewed in the preceding section. However, there is also the possibility that
at least part of the acquired land might come from the expansion of cultivated land,
not through land transfers from domestic sectors. Given that farmland is treated as a
resource in xed supply in the model, the expansion of cultivated land unambiguously
implies expansion of productive capacity and income. Therefore, the assumption of
no expansion of cultivated land is considered conservative in terms of the contribution
of farmland investments to growth and income, so the results should be interpreted
accordingly.

Further, it is assumed that the land transferred to the foreign grain

sector comes from land previously cultivated by the domestic grain sector and the
land to the biofuel sector from the non-grain agricultural sector. This is due to the
agro-ecological considerations of the soil and climatic conditions suitable for each type
of crops.
Next, spillovers in the form of knowledge transfer and improved infrastructure are
assumed away. The former is not taken into account due to a scarcity of evidence
pointing to clear improvements in the productivity of local smallholder farmers. In
general, few positive spillovers in terms of technology transfer are found from FDIs
in natural resources in sub-Saharan Africa (Asiedu 2006). In their focus groups discussions with aected local farmers in three case studies (Kenya, Mali and Zambia),
Kleemann et al. (2013) report few people said they had adopted the investor's farming techniques or beneted from technology investors provided, such as machinery,
fertilizer and high-yielding seed varieties.

Since the technology adopted on highly

mechanized large-scale farms diers substantially from the needs of smallholder farms
existing in Ghana, it appears reasonable to assume away knowledge transfer for domestic grain farmers.

The same logic also applies to biofuel projects, which are

presumed to target export markets exclusively and do not bear much agronomic relevance to crops cultivated by local farmers. Spillovers in the form of infrastructure
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improvement are not explicitly modeled, either. This is because of inherent diculty
and arbitrariness associated with measuring the extent of improvements in infrastructure due to foreign investment. Hence, the results of this study are to be interpreted
as conservative estimates.
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Chapter 4
Model
4.1 Environment
The economy is small, open and competitive, and features six sectors: manufacturing
(m), services (s), domestic grain (d), non-grain agriculture (n), foreign grain (f ) and
biofuel (b).

Four of them (manufacturing, services, domestic grain and non-grain

agriculture) are owned and operated by domestic agents, while the other two (foreign
grain and biofuel) by foreign investments.

1 The outputs of the domestic and foreign

grain producing sectors are perfect substitutes, so the economy produces only ve

2

goods - manufacturing, services, grain, non-grain agricultural good and biofuel.

Each of the ve goods is produced by perfectly competitive rms. Firms employ
primary and intermediate factors of production.

Of the ve goods, some of the

manufacturing and services outputs are reinvested to increase the economy's stock of
capital. Manufacturing and non-grain agricultural goods are traded in domestic and

1 Hereafter, four domestically-owned sectors are simply called `domestic sectors', while those two
sectors owned and operated by foreign investments are called `foreign sectors.' Note that here the
adjectives `domestic'and `foreign' refer only to the ownership of the sector and do not imply whether
their outputs target domestic or export markets.

2 Among the ve goods, only four constitute a household's consumption basket as biofuel is entirely

exported, as discussed below.
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international markets at given prices, while service and grain goods are only traded
domestically at market clearing prices

ps

and

pg

for services and grains respectively.

Biofuel outputs are entirely exported except for the sector's own intermediate input
use. Hence, the prices of the tradable goods (manufacturing, non-cereal agriculture
and biofuel) are exogenous, constant and, without loss of generality, normalized to
unity (pm

= pn = pb = 1).

Except for the capital and land acquired by foreign investors, households are
endowed with the economy's resources or primary factors, which include labor (L),
capital (K ) and land (H ). Manufacturing and services use only two factors

= labor

and capital. The other four sectors use land in addition to labor and capital, so these

3 Foreign investors

four sectors are collectively called `agriculture' in later discussion.

remit outside the economy their returns to capital, which they rent at a constant
foreign interest rate, and some of the returns to land.
Land is specic to agricultural production, remains constant and, with the exception of land transferred to foreign investors, is traded among agricultural rms in
each sector, but not across sectors. Hence, land market is segmented, implying four
categories of agricultural land corresponding to each of four agricultural sectors. The
distribution of land among crops is exogenously determined and changes in the distribution of land will constitute each numerical experiment. These four land markets
clear separately and independently, yielding four positive and distinctive rental rates
for each market each period.
The other two factors are mobile across all sectors and evolve over time. Labor
services are not traded internationally and domestic residents own the entire stock
of capital with the exception of the capital employed by foreign agricultural sectors

3 Note that this implies there are two domestic agricultural sectors (domestic grain and non-grain
agriculture) and two foreign agricultural sectors (foreign grain and biofuel).
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discussed below. Households exchange labor, capital and land for wage (w ), capital

k
j
rental rate (r ) and land rent (π ,

j = d, n).

Firms in all sectors face the same wage

rate (w ). Labor force increases at the annual rate of

Foreign agricultural sectors

n.

Foreign agricultural sectors introduce `foreign' tech-

nology from the countries of investor origin and apply that `foreign' technology to
agricultural production in their investment projects in the host country. They hire
domestic labor, but not domestic capital. Instead they bring in foreign capital from
outside.

Accordingly, they face the wage rate prevailing in the host country labor

market and the capital rental rate of the world capital market, to which they have
access. Thus, the domestic and world capital markets are modeled to be segmented.

k
The world capital rental rate (rw ) is assumed to be exogenous and constant at the
steady-state return to the capital.

4 This rate is also assumed to be lower than domes-

tic borrowing rates. In exchange for their land use, these sectors pay the host country
a constant share (µ) of their prot, which in turn is dened as their revenue minus
labor and capital costs. Each period, foreign agricultural sectors repatriate capital
rental income owned by foreign households as well as remaining prots after paying
the land use compensation just discussed.
The foreign grain sector (j

= f)

sells only to the domestic grain market, where

grains produced by domestic or foreign sectors are perfect substitutes.

Since the

domestic grain market is assumed to be closed, the grain price (pg ) is endogenous.
The technology of the foreign grain sector diers from that of domestic grain sector, in
that the former is characterized by higher capital intensity, lower labor requirements
per unit of land and enhanced yield. On the other hand, another foreign agricultural
sector cultivating biofuel (j

= b) targets only the export market.

Its output is entirely

4 The consensus among economists is that the real interest rate, or the return to capital, has been
stable over time (Kaldor 1961, Jones and Romer 2010).
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exported except for the use as an intermediate input in its own production process.
The technology of the biofuel sector is characterized by intensive use of labor per unit
land because the sector hires many manual workers during the harvesting time.

4.2 Behavior of agents and composite capital formation
Production
Firms in each sector are atomistic, identical and face the same factor rental rates.
Firms producing manufacturing and service goods employ technology

F j : R2+ → R+

dened as



Ymj Ysj Ygj Ynj
j
,
,
,
, j = m, s,
Yj = min F (A (t) Lj , Kj ) ,
σmj σsj σgj σnj
where

A (t) ≡ ex t

and

x

is the Harrod rate of technological change in eective labor

services.

Yj , Lj and Kj refer to the gross output of sector j , labor and capital employed

in sector

j , respectively.5

And

σij

and

Yij

are, respectively, an input-output coecient

and the intermediate input use associated with the amount of
as an intermediate input in sector

j

production.

i−th sector output used

6 This production function can also

be expressed in eective worker units as


 
 ŷ
mj ŷ sj ŷ gj ŷ nj
j
,
,
,
, j = m, s
ŷj = min f A (t) lj , k̂j ,
σmj σsj σgj σnj
5 Total supplies of labor and capital are assumed to be completely inelastic though sector-level
demands for factors are not. Hence, the labor force head count and capital stock are used as proxies
for labor and capital services.

6 Note that

Ygj is

used instead of

Ydj or Yf j

because domestic and foreign grains are perfect sub-

stitutes. Also, note that biofuel output is not used as an intermediate input in sector
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j = m, s.

where lj denotes the share of labor services employed in sector

j .7

The corresponding

sectoral total cost functions are given by:

!
C j ŵ, r

T Cj =


k

X

+

pi σij

Yj , j = m, s

i=m,s,g,n
and unit cost functions by


C j ŵ, rk +

X

pi σij ,

j = m, s.

i=m,s,g,n
Agricultural sectors' technologies are represented by the production functions

R3+ → R+ ,

Fj :

dened as



Ymj Y sj Y gj Y nj Y bj
j
,
,
,
,
, j = d, n, f, b
Yj = min F (A (t) Lj , Kj , B (t) Hj ) ,
σmj σsj σgj σnj σbj
where

B (t) ≡ eη , and Hj

refers to agricultural land allocated to sector

j.

And

η refers

to exogenous technological change in agriculture associated with land productivity.
For purposes here, we assume the sustainability condition that

η = x + n.

The agricultural production functions can be expressed in eective worker units
as


ŷj = min f

where

j




 ŷ
mj ŷ sj ŷ gj ŷ nj ŷ bj
lj , k̂j , B (t) ĥj ,
,
,
,
,
, j = d, n, f, b
σmj σsj σgj σnj σbj

ĥj ≡ Hj / (ext L (t))

refers to sector-j land per eective worker.

8 Given that

7 We use capital letters without superscript for economy-wide level variables (L,K ...); capital
letters with subscript (Yj , Lj ) for sector level variables, small letters (yj ,kj ) for per-worker quantity
and small letters with ^ (ŷj ,k̂j ) for per-eective worker quantity, unless otherwise dened.

8 Note that this is per economy-wide eective worker, not per eective worker employed in sector
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eective land

B (t) ĥj

9 and given that

is xed

puts, the sectoral aggregate technology,
returns to scale in inputs

Lj

and

fj

is linearly homogeneous in all in-

F j (A (t) Lj , Kj , B (t) Hj ), exhibits decreasing

Kj .
(j = d, n), which face the (eective) wage rate

k
rate r , the corresponding value added functions

For domestic agricultural sectors

(ŵ)

and domestic capital rental

per eective worker are given by

o


n

π j pvj , ŵ, rk ĥj = max pvj f j lj , k̂j , B (t) ĥj − ŵlj − rk k̂j , j = d, n
lj ,k̂j

where

pvj

(dened below) is the value added price of output from sector

not treated as a choice variable at the sector level. Then

π j pvj , ŵ, r

as prot (or land rent) per unit of land from agricultural sector
The foreign agricultural sectors
rate


k

rw

(ŵ)

(j = f, b)


k

j

and

ĥj

is

is interpreted

j.

face the same domestic (eective) wage

as the domestic sectors do, but dierent (and exogenous) capital rental rate

, since foreign investors are assumed to have access to world capital markets. The

corresponding value added function of the sectors per eective worker is given by

n


o

π j pvj , ŵ, rwk ĥj = max pvj f j lj , k̂j , B (t) ĥj − ŵlj − rwk k̂j , j = f, b.
lj ,k̂j

By Hotelling's lemma, partial equilibrium supply functions and labor demand
functions from the agricultural sectors in units of eective worker are given, respectively, by


yˆj = πpj vj pvj , ŵ, rk ĥj , j = d, n, f, b
j.

9 B (t) ĥ

j

= B (t) Hj /e(x+n)t L (0) = Hj /L (0),

where
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L (0)

is the labor endowment in time 0.


lj = −πŵj pvj , ŵ, rk ĥj , j = d, n, f, b
The respective capital demand functions from the domestic and foreign agricultural sectors are given by


k̂ j = −πrjk pvj , ŵ, rk ĥj , j = d, n

k̂ j = −πrjk pvj , ŵ, rwk ĥj , j = f, b.
f

Technology specifying the presence of intermediate inputs implies value added
(VAD, hereafter) prices are dened as follows.

pvj = pvj (ps , pg ) ≡ pj −

X

σij pi , j = m, s, d, n, f, b.

i=m,s,g,n,b
The notation

pvj (ps , pg ),

where the exogenous prices

{pm , pn , pb }

are suppressed for

notational clarity, is used to express the eect of the endogenous prices of services
and grain on VAD prices.

Composite Capital
Recognizing that a country's stock of capital is composed of more than manufactured
goods, capital is modeled as a composite of the output of manufacturing and service
goods.

10 These goods are presumed to be combined in a least cost manner to produce

a unit of capital stock at each

t.

Following Roe et al. (2010), the price of composite

capital is

!
pk = p̃k (ps ) = ck (pm , ps ) ≡ min

ymk ,ysk

X

pj yjk

:

1≤

λmk λsk
ȳmk
ȳ sk

(1)

j=m,s

10 All agricultural goods are excluded because their combined share in capital formation is innitesimal (less than 0.002 percent) in the data. See Table 5.3.
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where

ȳ jk

and

λjk

imply, respectively, the sector-j output allocated to the formation

of one-unit increment of composite capital and its cost share, with

λmk + λsk = 1,

0 < λjk < 1

and

hence the capital formation function is constant returns to scale in its

arguments. Simplifying the right hand side yields

ck (pm , ps ) = Bk pλmmk pλs sk
where

Bk

is a constant. Thus, at each instant in time, we have the result that the
·

total cost of capital formation from savings,

k̂ + k̂ (x + n + δ),

in units of eective

worker as


·
c (pm , ps ) k̂ + k̂ (x + n + δ)
k

where

δ

is an exogenous rate of annual capital depreciation.

Shephard's lemma applied to
formation

{ŷmk , ŷsk }

ŷjk

ck (pm , ps ) retrieves sector-j 's contribution to capital

in units of eective worker as follows.


·
=
(pm , ps ) k̂ + k̂ (x + n + δ)

·

∂
λmk λsk
=
Bk pm ps
k̂ + k̂ (x + n + δ) , j = m, s.
∂pj
ckpj

For purposes below, let the quantity of the home good supplied to capital formation, in eective worker units, be denoted as

ŷsk
where

ỹ sk (ps ) =

∂ck (pm ,ps )
∂ps

=

·

= ỹ (ps ) k̂ + k̂ (x + n + δ)
sk

∂ p̃k (ps )
.
∂ps

Finally, note that for later use.
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(2)

ckp (pm , ps ) ps p˙s
p˙k
p˙s
= s
= λsk
pk
pk
ps
ps

(3)

Household
Households are viewed as an immortal extended family with nite lives that take
account of the welfare and resources of their prospective descendants.
sentative households receive utility
tion per worker

u : R4+ → R+

{qm (t) , qs (t) , qg (t) , qn (t)}t∈[0,∞) ,11

m, s, g, n, expressed as a weighted
n
o
λm λs λg λn
u (qm , qs , qg , qn ) = qm
qs qg q n

The repre-

from the sequence of consumpwhere

qj (t) = Qj (t) /L (t) , j =

sum of all future ows of instantaneous utility
discounted at time preference rate

ρ > 0,

t∈[0,∞)

Z
t∈[0,∞)
where

λj

u (·)1−θ − 1 −(ρ−n)t
e
dt
1−θ

is the share of total expenditure spent on good

The function

(4)

j

and

P

j=m,s,g,n

λj = 1.

u(·) is increasing and strictly concave in qj , is everywhere continuous,

twice dierentiable and homothetic. The number of household members is assumed
to be proportional to the number of workers, which grows at the exogenous positive
rate of

n.

The elasticity of inter-temporal substitution in consumption is given by

1/θ.
The household's intra-temporal problem is to choose
the expenditure



{qm , qs , qg , qn }

to minimize

per worker to attain a level of composite consumption per worker,

q.

(
 = E (pm , ps , pg , pn ) q ≡

min

qm ,qs ,qg ,qn

)
X

pj qj : q ≤ u (qm , qs , qg , qn )

(5)

j=m,s,g,n

11 Note that biofuel goods do not enter domestic households' consumption basket as they are
exported entirely.
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where

{pm , ps , pg , pn }

are the respective price of each good. At each instant in time,

E (pm , ps , pg , pn ) represents

the (minimum) expenditure per unit composite consump-

tion and can be interpreted as general price index. Note that in eective worker unit,

ˆ = E (pm , ps , pg , pn ) q̂.
Also note that

q

is expressed as

λm λs λg λn
qs qg q n
q = u (qm , qs , qg , qn ) = qm

(6)

which is interpreted as (composite) consumption index, interpreted to measure household welfare at each

t.

At each instant in time,

E (pm , ps , pg , pn )

represents the (minimum) expenditure

per unit composite consumption and can be interpreted as general price index. Shephard's lemma yields the Hicksian demand,

qj = q j (pm , ps , pg , pn ), j = m, s, g, n
which is homogeneous of degree zero in prices
relation between



and

q

as follows.

·

pj .

For purposes below, note the

12
·


q
ṗs
ṗg
= + λs + λg .

q
ps
pg

(7)

The representative household's budget constraint expressed in per-worker units is
given by

"
#
X
X
1
w + rk k +
π j hj + µ
π j hj −  − k (δ + n)
k̇ =
pk
j=d,n
j=f,b
·

·

12 


=

q
q

·

q̂
q̂

+ λs pṗss +

+

Eps (pm ,ps ,pg ,pn )ps ṗs
E(pm ,ps ,pg ,pn ) ps

+

Epg (pm ,ps ,pg ,pn )pg ṗg
E(pm ,ps ,pg ,pn ) pg

ṗ
λg pgg .
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·

=

q
q

ṗ

+ λs pṗss + λg pgg .

(8)

·

Also note that

ˆ
ˆ

=

where

hj ≡ Hj /L (t)

and

πj

is the prot of sector

j

per unit of land and

pk

refers

to the price of a unit of capital stock, as dened in (1). Note that total income is
dened as the sum of labor income, capital income, domestic land rents and land
use compensation from foreign investors.

This constraint is derived using the law

of motion as well as the following no-arbitrage condition that the return received by
households from a loan commensurate to a unit of composite capital equals the return
to retaining a unit of composite capital (Roe et al. 2010), i.e.

r=

ṗk
rk
−δ+
pk
pk

(9)

This condition ensures that the (asset) interest rate and the (domestic) capital rental
rate adjust throughout the transition so that agents have no incentive to exchange
one asset for another at any instant in time.
Household's problem is to maximize the discounted present value of utility (4)
subject to the budget constraint (8), initial conditions of

{k (0) , hj }j=d,n,f,b and

a

transversality condition given by


lim

t→∞


 Z t
[r (v) − n] dv
≥ 0.
k (t) exp −

(10)

0

Forming the present value Hamiltonian, we obtain the Euler condition

q̇
1
=
q
θ



p˙s
p˙g
r − ρ − λs − λg
,
ps
pg

(11)

which, using (3), (7) and (9), can be also expressed in terms of expenditure per
worker,

,

as follows.



˙
1 rk
p˙s
p˙g
=
− ρ − δ + (λsk + (θ − 1) λs ) + (θ − 1) λg

θ pk
ps
pg
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Since the variables will be expressed in eective worker units for intra-temporal
characterization later, it is convenient to express the budget constraint and the Euler
condition in eective worker units, respectively, as follows

"
#
X
X
1
ŵ + rk k̂ +
k̂ =
π j ĥj + µ
π j ĥj − ˆ − k̂ (x + δ + n)
pk
j=d,n
j=f,b
·

and



1 rk
p˙s
p˙g
ˆ˙
=
− ρ − δ − θx + (λsk + (θ − 1) λs ) + (θ − 1) λg
.
ˆ θ pk
ps
pg

4.3 Denition of Equilibrium
Given initial resource endowments
prices

{K (0) , L (0) , Hj }j=d,n,f,b ,

constant world market

{pm , pn , pb } and constant world capital rental rate rwk , a competitive equilibrium

for this economy is dened as a sequence of positive service and grain prices and capital
stock levels

{ps (t) , pg (t) , K (t)}t∈[0,∞) ,



factor rental prices

w (t) , rk (t) , π d (t) , π n (t) , π f (t) , π b (t)

t∈[0,∞)

household consumption plans

j={m,s,g,n}

{Qj (t)}t∈[0,∞)

,

and rms' production, labor and capital plans

j={m,s,d,n,f,b}

{Yj (t) , Lj (t) , Kj (t)}t∈[0,∞)
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,

,

such that at each instant of time

t,

the representative household maximizes its dis-

counted present value of utility under the budget constraint; rms maximize prots
subject to their technologies; and markets clear for all inputs and outputs.

In ad-

dition, the aforementioned no-arbitrage condition between capital and asset and the
transversality condition are satised.

4.4 Characterization
Equilibrium is characterized in two steps. We rst characterize intra-temporal equilibrium which provides part of the structure necessary to characterize inter-temporal
equilibrium.

Intra-temporal equilibrium
Given the endogenous sequence

n

o
k̂, ˆ

, intra-temporal equilibrium is given by

t∈[0,∞)



sequence of positive values
equations at each



ŵ, rk , ps , pg , ŷm , ŷs

t∈[0,∞)

satisfying the following six

t:

Zero prot conditions for sector

m

and

s:


C j ŵ, rk = pvj = pvj (ps , pg ) , j = m, s



(12)

13 :

Labor market clearing

X
j=m,s

X j
X j



Cŵj ŵ, rk ŷj −
πŵ pvj , ŵ, rk ĥj −
πŵ pvj , ŵ, rwk ĥj = 1
j=f,b

j=d,n

13 Hereafter, labor endowment at each time

t

is normalized to unity.
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(13)



Capital market clearing:

X

X j


Crjk ŵ, rk ŷj −
πrk pvj , ŵ, rk ĥj = k̂

j=m,s



(14)

j=d,n

Service market clearing:

X
λs ˆ
= ŷs −
σsj ŷj − ŷsk
ps
j=m,s,d,n,f,b
·

σsj ŷj − ỹ (ps ) k̂ + k̂ (x + n + δ)

X

= ŷs −

(15)

sk

j=m,s,d,n,f,b



Grain market clearing:

λg ˆ
=
pg

!

!
ŷd −

X

σdj ŷj

+

X

ŷf −

σf j ŷj

(16)

j=m,s,d,n,f,b

j=m,s,d,n,f,b

Reduced forms
Zero prot conditions (12) imply the factor rental rate equations

ŵ = w̃ (ps , pg ) ≡ W (pvm , pvs )

(17)

rk = r̃ (ps , pg ) ≡ R (pvm , pvs )

(18)

which are homogeneous of degree one in

(pvm , pvs ).

Substituting these functions into

the factor market clearing conditions (13) and (14) allows us to solve these conditions
for

ŷm

and

ŷs

as functions of

ps , pg

ŷj = ỹ

and

j



k̂

as shown below.



ps , pg , k̂ , j = m, s

(19)

As shown earlier, the supply functions for domestic and foreign agricultural sectors
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are given, respectively, by:

j

ŷj = ỹ (ps , pg ) ≡ y

j




∂π j pvj , ŵ, rk ĥj
ĥj =
, j = d, n
∂pvj

(20)


k


∂π j pvj , ŵ, rwk ĥj
ĥj =
, j = f, b
∂pvj

(21)

pvj , ŵ, r

k

ŷj = ỹ j (ps , pg ) ≡ y j pvj , ŵ, rw

In addition, prot functions per unit of land of domestic and foreign agricultural
sectors are given, respectively, by:

π̃ j (ps , pg ) ≡ π j (pvj (ps , pg ) , w̃ (ps , pg ) , r̃ (ps , pg )) ĥj , j = d, n

(22)


π̃ j (ps , pg ) ≡ π j pvj (ps , pg ) , w̃ (ps , pg ) , rwk ĥj , j = f, b

(23)

Insert (19), (20) and (21) into the grain market clearing condition (16) and rearranging terms yields expenditure per eective worker as a function of

ps , pg

and

k̂ .

"


X
X
pg d
j
ˆ = ˜ ps , pg , k̂ ≡
ỹ (ps , pg ) −
σdj ỹ ps , pg , k̂ −
σdj ỹ j (ps , pg ) +
λg
j=m,s
j=d,n,f,b
#


X
X
ỹ f (ps , pg ) −
σf j ỹ j ps , pg , k̂ −
σf j ỹ j (ps , pg ) (24)




j=m,s

j=d,n,f,b

Inter-temporal equilibrium
The inter-temporal equilibrium of this system is characterized by the following three
rst-order and autonomous dierential equations.
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Euler equation



ˆ˙
1 rk
p˙s
p˙g
=
− ρ − δ − θx + (λsk + (θ − 1) λs ) + (θ − 1) λg
ˆ θ pk
ps
pg



(25)

Budget Constraint

"
#
X
X
1
k̂ =
ŵ + rk k̂ +
π j ĥj + µ
π j ĥj − ˆ − k̂ (x + δ + n)
pk
j=d,n
j=f,b
·



(26)

Service market clearing condition


·
X
λs ˆ
σsj ŷj − ŷsk k̂ + k̂ (x + n + δ)
= ŷs −
ps
j=m,s,d,n,f,b
·
This system is linear in
·
function of

k̂, ṗs , ṗg

·

k̂ , ṗs , ṗg

and

ˆ.

(27)

·
As shown above in (24),

ˆ is

expressed as a

and their corresponding level variables.

The Steady State
Using the reduced forms (17)∼(24) above, the Euler condition (25), the budget condition (26) and the service market clearing condition (27) suggest that, if a steady-state
exists, then the steady-state levels of

k̂ ,ps

and

pq

are given by

that

"

#

·
ss
r̃ pss
,
p
ˆ
s
g
− δ − ρ − θx = = 0
p̃k (pss
ˆ
s )
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ss
∈ R3+
k̂ ss , pss
,
p
s
g

such

#
"


X



1
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
˜ pss
π̃ j pss
+ r̃ pss
w̃ pss
s , pg , k̂
s , pg ĥj − 
s , pg k̂ +
s , pg
p̃k (pss
)
s
j=d,n,f,b
·

− k̂ ss (x + δ + n) = k̂ = 0



ss
ss
,
k̂
,
p
λs ˜ pss
g
s
pss
s
X

−

"





X
ss
ss
j
ss ss
ss
− ŷs pss
,
p
,
k̂
−
σ
ỹ
p
,
p
,
k̂
−
f
j
s
g
s
g
j=m,s

σf j ỹ j

j=d,n,f,b

!#
·

ss
pss
− ỹ sk (pss
k̂ + k̂ ss (x + n + δ)
= 0
s , pg
s ) |{z}
=0

Given these values, the intra-temporal conditions permit the determination of the
steady-state values of the remaining endogenous variables.

Equations of motion
To reduce the dimensionality of the system, we rearrange and reduce a system of the
·
·
·
ˆ to a system of three for k̂ , ṗs
four dierential equations above for k̂ , ṗs , ṗg and 
and

ṗg .

The state equation is obtained by appropriate substitutions of reduced-form

functions of

·





ŵ, rk , π j , ˆ, pk

k̂ = K ps , pg , k̂



into the budget constraint (26) to obtain

"
X
1
w̃ (ps , pg ) + r̃ (ps , pg ) k̂ +
π̃ j (ps , pg ) ĥj
≡ k
p̃ (ps )
j=d,n
#


X
+µ
π̃ j (ps , pg ) ĥj − ˜ ps , pg , k̂ − k̂ (x + δ + n)

(28)

j=f,b

Dierentiating expenditure per eective worker function (24) with respect to time,
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we have



ˆ˙ = E ps , pg , k̂, ṗs , ṗg





·
≡ ∂ps ˜ ps , pg , k̂ ṗs + ∂pg ˜ ps , pg , k̂ ṗg + ∂k̂ ˜ ps , pg , k̂ k̂





 

= ∂ps ˜ ps , pg , k̂ ṗs + ∂pg ˜ ps , pg , k̂ ṗg + ∂k̂ ˜ ps , pg , k̂ K ps , pg , k̂

Note that (29) is linear in

ṗs

and

ṗg .

Inserting (29) for

ˆ˙ and

(29)

using reduced forms

(1), (18) and (24), we express Euler condition (25) as follows.





E ps , pg , k̂, ṗs , ṗg
1 r̃ (ps , pg )
p˙s
p˙g


=
− ρ − δ − θx + (λsk + (θ − 1) λs ) + (θ − 1) λg
θ p̃k (ps )
ps
pg
˜ ps , pg , k̂
(30)

·
Inserting (28) for

k̂

and using reduced forms (2), (19)∼(24), we express service

market clearing condition (27) as follows.





S ps , pg , k̂ ≡
−

X



λs ˜ ps , pg , k̂
ps

"
− ỹ

s





ps , pg , k̂ −

X

σsj ỹ

j



ps , pg , k̂



(31)

j=m,s






σsj ỹ j (ps , pg ) − ỹ sk (ps ) K ps , pg , k̂ + k̂ (x + n + δ)

#
= 0

j=d,n,f,b

·
Time-dierentiate (31) and insert (28) for

k̂

again, then we have






 

∂ps S ps , pg , k̂ ṗs + ∂pg S ps , pg , k̂ ṗg + ∂k̂ S ps , pg , k̂ K ps , pg , k̂ = 0
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(32)

Note that (30) and (32) are two equations linear in
them for

ṗs

and

ṗg

ṗs

and

ṗg .14

Thus solving

yields



ṗs = Ps ps , pg , k̂


ṗg = Pg ps , pg , k̂
Together with the budget constraint (28), these three equations are numerically
solved to obtain

n
o
k̂ (t) , ps (t) , pg (t)

.

Then the dimensionality of the model

t∈[0,∞)

permits the calculation of the remaining endogenous variables using the reduced form
intra-temporal conditions at each instant

14 This is because (29) is also linear in in

ṗs

t

and

(Roe et al. 2010).

ṗg .
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Chapter 5
Data
The technology of grain cultivation by foreign investors is estimated based on data

1 and Chapoto et al. (2014). The production technology of

from AgDevCo (2011)

biofuel sector is estimated based on that of jatropha cultivation because the most
predominant type of biofuel development in Ghana is cultivation of jatropha to produce biodiesel.

2

Since these rms do not export jatropha oilseeds, but biodiesel

processed from them, in this model the rening process is vertically integrated into
a single biofuel sector. The empirical data for the estimation of technology is based
upon Ofori-Boateng and Lee (2011) and Lang and Elhaj (2013).
Besides the technology of farms operated by foreign investors, the primary data
on the economic structure of Ghana is drawn from the Global Trade, Assistance and
Production (GTAP) database from the Center for Global Trade Analysis, which is
used to construct a social accounting matrix of the country and calibrate preference
and domestic technology (Narayanan et al. 2012). In addition, supplementary data
is obtained from World Development Indicators to estimate labor force, capital stock

1 This is an unpublished internal document from AgDevCo, an agribusiness project developer
based in the U.K.

2 According to Schoneveld (2013), 12 out of 19 biofuel investments in Ghana focus on the culti-

vation of the plant.
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Table 5.1: Input-output coecients and factor shares

Manufacturing

Services

Domestic

Non-grain

Foreign

Grain

Agriculture

Grain

Biofuel

Manufacturing

0.266

0.153

0.064

0.061

0.068

0.062

Services

0.222

0.263

0.181

0.143

0.154

0.089

Grain

0.016

0.001

0.031

0.012

0.026

0.000

Non-grain Agriculture

0.120

0.004

0.000

0.096

0.000

0.000

Biofuel

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.096

Labor

0.639

0.694

0.720

0.703

0.189

0.406

Capital

0.361

0.306

0.160

0.156

0.167

0.377

0.120

0.140

0.645

0.217

0.222

0.223

0.884

0.930

Land
Capital to Labor Index

0.566

0.441

Sources: GTAP8 database, AgDevCo. (2011), Chapoto et al. (2014), Lang and Elhaj (2013), Ofori-Boateng and Lee (2011)

and the Harrod rate of technological change (World Bank 2014).
Table 5.1 summarizes the production technology of six sectors in the model in
terms of input-output coecients, factor cost share and capital to labor index at
the bottom.

3 Of domestic sectors, manufacturing is found to be the most capital-

intensive and two domestic agricultural sectors labor-intensive, with the service sector
in between. This is central to understanding why the growth of manufacturing during
the transition is aected by the pace of capital accumulation.

For instance, faster

capital accumulation is associated with stronger growth of manufacturing in a way
analogous to Rybczynski eect in the trade literature.
Two foreign agricultural sectors are found to be even more capital-intensive than
any domestic sectors, let alone domestic agriculture. However, this does not mean
that foreign agricultural sectors necessarily employ less labor per unit of land than
their domestic counterparts, as shown below.
Inspection of the input-output structure in Table 5.1 reveals that service is the

3 Capital-labor index is dened as the cost share of capital relative to the cost share of labor.
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most important intermediate input in any sector except for the sector's own output in manufacturing and biofuel. On the other hand, grain, another good with an
endogenous price, is much less important as intermediate inputs, as shown by its
input-output coecients that are less than those of services in every sector.

This

implies that the value added prices of tradable goods (manufacturing, non-grain agriculture and biofuel) tend to be aected more by changes in the service price than
by changes in the grain price. Another implication is that the grain price tends to
respond more sensitively to changes in nal demands than the service price does
because the demand for services consists substantially of intermediate demands.
Another noteworthy feature of the input-output structure is the relative importance of grain input in manufacturing production as compared to service production.
Grain accounts for 1.6 percent of manufacturing production cost, whereas a mere
0.1 percent of service production cost is attributed to grain input. This implies any
change in the grain price aects the manufacturing VAD price disproportionately
more than the service VAD price.
Table 5.2 shows production and cost data per unit of land for all the agricultural
sectors. First, it is noted that the yield per unit of land in the foreign grain sector
is 18 percent greater than that of its domestic counterpart. There is ample room for
improvement in yield per unit of land in sub-Saharan African agriculture (Deininger

4

et al. 2011).

Crucial to understanding the numerical experiments in this study is the labor
requirement per unit of land. On the one hand, assuming the same wage rate across
sectors, the labor employed by the domestic grain sector per unit of land is greater
than the labor employed by the foreign grain sector, which is highly mechanized.

4 With only 20 percent of potential production realized, Sub-Saharan Africa oers large potential
for increasing yields on currently cultivated areas. (Deininger et al. 2011)
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Table 5.2: Annual production costs and revenue per unit of land (USD/ha)

Domestic

Non-grain

Foreign

Grain

Agriculture

Grain

Biofuel

Manufacturing

64

40

80

73

Services

182

95

182

104

Grain

31

8

31

0

Non-grain Agri.

0

64

0

0

Biofuel

0

0

0

112

Labor

522

322

167

356

Capital

116

72

148

331

Land

87

64

572

190

Value Added

725

458

887

877

Gross Revenue

1,002

665

1,181

1,166

Sources: GTAP8 database, AgDevCo. (2011), Chapoto et al. (2014), Lang and Elhaj
(2013), Ofori-Boateng and Lee (2011)

This implies some of the workers dislocated from the transferred land will not be
re-employed by the foreign grain sector. These dislocated workers will be released to
the labor market, possibly driving down the wage rate, other things being equal.
On the other hand, assuming the same wage rate across sectors again, the labor
employed by the domestic non-grain agriculture per unit of land is less than the labor
employed by the biofuel sector, to which part of the farmland is transferred. Cultivation of jatropha bushes, for instance, involves considerable manual work particularly
in harvesting, so many farm workers should be hired. Consequently, the introduction
of the biofuel sector will create more jobs for workers, so labor is absorbed from the
labor market to foreign sectors, bidding up the wage rate.
Table 5.3 shows the share of each sector in value added, household expenditure
and capital formation. Agriculture accounts for more than one third of value added or
GDP; the value added share of combined grain and non-grain agriculture amounts to
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Table 5.3: Share of value added, household expenditure, and capital formation

Manufacturing

Services

Grain

Non-grain

sum

Agri.
Value Added

0.175

0.485

0.066

0.275

1

Household Expenditure

0.422

0.269

0.070

0.239

1

Capital Formation

0.372

0.628

0.000

0.001

1

Sources: GTAP8 database

0.341. It is noted that expenditure on grain accounts for 7 percent of total household
expenditure. Given the homothetic household preference in the model, this share does
not change over time, but the physical amount of grain consumption responds to the
price change.

Also noted is that, since the shares of agricultural goods in capital

formation are innitesimal, they are excluded from composite capital formation in
the model.
For basic behavioral parameters, we assign the following values, as summarized
in Table 5.4. The elasticity of inter-temporal substitution (1/θ ) and the rate of time
preference (ρ) are set at 0.794 and 0.049 following Nelson et al. (2009). According to
Giovanni (1985), for low income countries

1/θ

is estimated to be less than one, im-

plying the household's consumption smoothing motive is strong and the consumption
decision is relatively insensitive to changes in the real interest rate. The Harrod rate
of labor augmenting technological change (x) and annual growth rate of the labor
force (n) are estimated as 0.0276 and 0.0280, respectively, from economy-wide growth
accounting using Ghanaian data for the period 1991-2013 (Roe et al.

2014).

For

the factor endowment in the initial period (2007), labor force headcount is 9,322,731,
while capital stock in physical unit is estimated to be 39,180,883,143 from economywide growth accounting using the World Development Indicators database (World
Bank 2014).
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Table 5.4: Behavioral and technical parameters of the model

Elasticity

Rate of

Harrod Rate of

Rate of

Growth

World

Prot

of Inter-temporal

Time

Labor Augmenting

Capital

Rate of

Capital

Sharing

Substitution

Preference

Tech. Change

Depreciation

Labor Force

Rental Rate

Ratio

1/θ

ρ

x

δ

n

rwk

µ

0.794*

0.049

0.0276

0.035

0.0280

0.08

0.25

* This implies the magnitude of the elasticity of marginal utility, θ, is 0.126.
k
The exogenous capital rental rate (rw ) faced by foreign investors in the world
capital market is set at 0.08, which is derived as the average of the 12-month LIBOR
interest rate (0.045)
(δ =0.035).

5 over the 1986-2014 period plus the annual depreciation rate

6 This rate is presumed to be time-invariant. The share of prot paid to

the local authority for land use by foreign investors (µ: prot sharing ratio, hereafter)
is set to be 0.25 based on Schoneveld (2011) and Schoneveld (2013).
According to the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) (2014) and the Ministry of Food and Agriculture of Ghana (2013), the total area of land dedicated to
agriculture in 2012 was 15.7 million ha, including 2.03 million ha of grain-cultivated
farmland. That is, non-grain agriculture constituted 87 percent of all cultivated land,
while grain cultivation constituted 13 percent.
As of August 2014, 1,194,887 ha or approximately 13 percent of Ghanaian farmland had been acquired by foreign investors. Of this land, 46 percent is cultivated
for biofuel crops and 22 percent for food crops, while 32 percent is reported to cul-

7 For simplicity, it is assumed that all food crop

tivate both food and biofuel crops.

5 ICE Benchmark Administration Limited (IBA), 12-Month London Interbank Oered Rate (LI-

©

BOR), based on the U.S. Dollar
of St.

[USD12MD156N], retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank

Louis https://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/USD12MD156N/, Accessed February 24,

2015..

6 The no-arbitrage condition (9) suggests r k
w

= rw /pkw + δ − p˙kw /pkw

(Roe et al. 2010), where

pkw

is

the world capital price. When we assume the world capital market is in the long-run equilibrium,
we can set

pkw = 1.

Then we have

k
rw
= rw + δ

.

7 This data is obtained from the author's personal communication with Dr. George C. Schoneveld

on 8/21/2014.
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operations grow grains, while all biofuel operations produce biodiesel processed from
jatropha. Also assumed for simplicity is that the projects reportedly growing both
food and biofuel, which account for 32 percent of acquired farmland, divide their
farmland evenly between food and biofuel. This implies that approximately 5 percent and 8 percent of Ghanaian farmland is employed by foreign investors for the
purpose of growing grains and biofuels, respectively.
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Chapter 6
Numerical Experiments
Upon tting the model to data, we proceed by numerically solving the model's three

1 and then utilize the intra-temporal equations to obtain numer-

dierential equations

ical values for the remaining endogenous variables over a given time period.
The primary objective is to investigate the economic eect of current land distribution to foreign investors in Ghana, which consists of 5 percent of farmland acquired
by foreign grain projects and 8 percent by biofuel projects. However, the simultaneous presence of foreign grain and biofuel sectors makes it dicult to distinguish the
eect of each foreign sector. Therefore, separate numerical experiments are undertaken for each type of foreign investment. Then, each experiment is compared to the
counterfactual baseline scenario featuring no foreign investments in farmland. The
deviation of the economy under an experiment from the baseline is interpreted as the
eect of foreign investment corresponding to the experiment.
Table 6.1 summarizes the share of farmland in each experiment as well as that of
the baseline scenario, where all land is cultivated by domestic agriculture. Experiment
1 features only foreign grain investments employing 5 percent of farmland, which is

1 Time elimination method was used to solve the system numerically (Roe et al. 2010).
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Table 6.1: Numerical experiments

Numerical
Experiments

Domestic

Non-grain

Foreign

Grain

Agriculture

Grain

No foreign sectors

13%

87%

1. Foreign grain only

8%

87%

2. Biofuel only

13%

79%

3. Foreign grain + Biofuel

8%

79%

transferred from domestic grain farms.

5%
5%

Biofuel

baseline, counterfactual
8%
8%

counterfactual
counterfactual
current land distribution

Experiment 2 features only foreign biofuel

investments employing 8 percent of farmland, which is transferred from domestic
non-grain agriculture. Finally, experiment 3 incorporates both the foreign grain and
biofuel sectors, which employ 5 percent and 8 percent of Ghanaian agricultural land
respectively, reecting the current land distribution in Ghana. The model results of
experiment 3 are t to historical data and validated in Appendix 1.
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6.1 Baseline scenario
The baseline scenario features, counterfactually, no foreign investments and all the
farmland is distributed to the domestic grain sector and (domestic) non-grain agriculture. A snapshot of the economy in year 0, aggregated to the level of the model
presented in Chapter 4, appears in Table 6.2. Briey, agriculture accounts for 34 percent of the country's GDP, employs 41 percent of labor force as of 2010 (World Bank
2014), but only accounts for 35 percent of total wage payments, suggesting relatively
low labor productivity in the sector. The share of value added in the (domestic) grain
sector out of the entire (domestic) agriculture is 19 percent. Among non-agricultural
sectors, manufacturing and service account for about 17 percent and 48 percent of
GDP, respectively. Intermediate inputs account for 44 percent of total output.
Labor is the main source of income with 69 percent of total factor income. Capital
accounts for the next major share of income, equaling about 26 percent. The remaining 5 percent of domestic income accrues to land. The country spends 76 percent of
its income, and therefore saves 24 percent.
Table 6.3 illustrates the evolution of macro variables and key prices.

These

economy-wide developments are driven by capital deepening, dened as an increasing
capital (stock) to labor ratio.
Capital deepening expands the productive capacity of the economy and increases
income per worker over time.

With initially high returns to capital (capital rental

rate), households save a substantial share of their income.

High savings lead to

fast capital accumulation and strong growth in the early period of transition. With
capital accumulating over time, workers are increasingly equipped with more capital.
Accordingly, marginal productivity of labor increases, leading to the labor market
clearing at a rising wage rate over time. On the other hand, the capital rental rate
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Source: GTAP 8 database

Mnfc.
Srvc.
Grain
No‐Gr.
2. Commodity
Mnfc.
Srvc.
Grain
No‐Gr.
3. Factors
Labor
Capital
Land
4. Institution
HH
5. Accumulation Acmn
6. Trade
Trade
Total

1. Activities

Receipts

2,849
4,895
14
78
7,499
3,305
0

18,639

2,759
2,302
163
1,245
2,488
1,407
0

10,365

1. Activities
Mnfc.
Srvc.

2,035

130
369
64
0
1,060
236
177

Grain

8,894

539
1,276
102
857
4,303
958
860

No‐Gr

3,518
13,883

0
18,639

0
2,035

0
5,376

15,349

15,349

5,905

5,905

Expenditure
2. Commodity
3. Factors
Mnfc.
Srvc.
Grain
No‐Gr
Labor
Capital
10,365
18,639
2,035
5,376

1,036

1,036

Land

22,291

5,286

5,639
6,477
1,692
3,196

4. Inst.
HH

Table 6.2: Social accounting matrix, Ghana in millions of 2007 USD

5. Acmn. 6. Trade Total
Acmn.
Trade
0
10,365
0
18,639
0
2,035
3,518
8,894
1,966
13,883
3,320
18,639
0
2,035
0
5,376
15,349
5,905
1,036
22,291
5,286
3,518
5,286
3,518

Table 6.3: Baseline scenario (No foreign sector): macro variables and prices

Years

GDP/wkr

GDP/wkr

Consumption

Capital

Savings

Wage

K rental

Service

Grain

growth

index*

/wkr

/GDP

rate

rate

price

price

0

2,390

0.0451

488

4,203

0.268

1,646

0.151

1.000

0.997

10

3,455

0.0319

735

7,594

0.232

2,365

0.127

1.007

1.040

20

4,666

0.0288

1,004

10,855

0.221

3,190

0.122

1.008

1.052

30

6,194

0.0280

1,338

14,647

0.218

4,233

0.120

1.009

1.056

40

8,180

0.0277

1,768

19,439

0.217

5,589

0.120

1.009

1.057

50

10,787

0.0276

2,333

25,672

0.217

7,370

0.120

1.009

1.057

source: model results

*Consumption index = consumption per worker index

declines over the transition, albeit remaining over the LIBOR rate, with diminishing
returns associated with capital deepening. In 50 years, the capital per worker index
increases by more than a factor of 6, and the capital rental rate converges to its
steady-state level of 0.120 from the initial level of 0.151.

Gross domestic product

(GDP) per worker, starting at $2,390 initially, grows to $10,787 by 350 percent in 50
years. The annual growth rate of GDP per worker converges from above toward its

2

long-run equilibrium of 2.76 percent per worker.

Rising incomes increase household consumption and consumption grows more than
income in relative terms.

The consumption index in Table 6.3, dened in (6) as

representing household felicity, is interpreted as a measure of household welfare at
instant t. It increases by 380 percent over the period of 50 years. The reason that the
index grows more than GDP (350 percent) is found in the change in the saving rate
(Savings/GDP). Initially a high saving rate (0.268) keeps declining with decreasing
returns to capital until it reaches its steady-state level at 0.217. Households spend
more of their income in the long run equilibrium than in the earlier transitional period.
Meanwhile, rising incomes increasingly strengthen demand for non-tradable service and grain goods, driving up their prices. The service price goes up by 0.9 percent

2 This steady-state growth rate of GDP per worker is identical to the Harrod rate of laboraugmenting technological change, as predicted by theory (Roe et al. 2010).
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for the 50 years, while the grain price by 6.1 percent.

The price index, a measure

3 Over time this

of the overall price level faced by consumers, rises correspondingly.

leads to a rising trend in VAD prices of the non-tradable service and grain goods
and, conversely, to a declining trend in VAD prices of tradable manufacturing and
non-grain agricultural goods. Put another way, the domestic terms of trade improve
for non-tradable sectors, rendering them increasingly protable and leading them to
expand and employ more resources. Tradable sectors are aected in the opposite way

4

and become less protable over time.

Table 6.4 shows the structural transition of the economy in terms of sector share

5 The general trend is that the shares of manu-

in value added as well as employment.

facturing and services in GDP increase, whereas agriculture's share decreases, which
is consistent with the structural transformation typically experienced by developing
economies (Gollin 2010, Herrendorf et al. 2013, Rodrik 2015). Among agricultural
sectors, the share of non-grain agriculture shrinks considerably over time, while the

6

share of the grain sector expands.

Two economic forces discussed above drive the change in sector shares.

First,

capital deepening promotes the growth of capital-intensive sectors at the expense of
labor-intensive sectors.

Second, the change in domestic terms of trade, caused by

rising prices of non-tradable goods, implies an increasing advantage of non-tradable
sectors over tradable sectors in competing for resources.
Manufacturing expands due to the eect of capital deepening. Capital accumulation moves the endowment structure toward increased capital abundance, so the

3 The price index is dened as

E (pm , ps , pg , pn )

in (5).

4 However, this does not mean tradable sectors necessarily shrink because other economic forces
are in play, too.

5 `Agriculture' in the rightmost columns of the value added and labor share categories represents

the share of grain and non-grain agriculture combined.

6 Note that all these statements are in shares or relative terms only. In absolute terms, all sectors

grow over time.
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source: model results

0.172

Manu.
0

Years

0.505

0.505

0.504

0.504

0.501

0.489

Services

0.071

0.071

0.070

0.070

0.069

0.064

Grain

0.169

0.170

0.171

0.176

0.193

0.275

No-grain*

Value added share

0.513

0.513

0.512

0.512

0.509

0.493

Services

0.074

0.074

0.074

0.074

0.072

0.066

Grain

0.174

0.175

0.176

0.181

0.199

0.280

No-grain*

Labor share

0.249

0.249

0.250

0.255

0.271

0.347

Agri.**

*No-grain: non-grain agriculture. **Agri: Agriculture = grain + non-grain agri.

0.239

0.238

0.240
0.240

0.237

0.241

0.234

0.221

0.262
0.246

0.160

Manu.

0.338

Agri.**

Table 6.4: Baseline scenario (No foreign sector): sector shares

most capital-intensive manufacturing sector benets directly in a way analogous to
the Rybczynski eect.
The service and grain sectors both expand their shares in value added and employment.

This is due to the change in domestic terms of trade.

As their (value

added) prices rise over the transition, these sectors become increasingly protable
and expand.

7

On the other hand, non-grain agriculture, which is labor-intensive and tradable,
is aected adversely by capital deepening as well as by the change in domestic terms
of trade. Consequently, this is the sector that contracts over time in shares of value
added and employment. Since the size of this sector is by far greater than that of the
grain sector in value added and employment throughout the transition, the share of
overall agriculture shrinks over time, releasing resources to other sectors.
In summary, over the transition to the long run equilibrium, capital deepening
expands the productive capacity of the economy, increasing income and the wage
rate, and promotes the growth of the capital-intensive sector. Rising prices of nontradable goods changes the domestic terms of trade in a way to foster growth of
non-tradable sectors over tradable sectors.

These fundamental forces are prevalent

throughout the economy and, as I show below, are only modied in magnitude by
the presence of foreign direct investment in agricultural land.

7 Note that, as a tradable sector, manufacturing is adversely aected by the change in domestic
terms of trade caused by increasing prices of non-tradable goods, the eect of which is only to be
outweighed by the eect of capital deepening. Also note that the increasing wage rate aects the
labor-intensive grain sector negatively, which is only to be outweighed by the favorable change in
domestic terms of trade caused by the sharp increase in grain price.
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6.2 Experiment 1: 5 percent of farmland transferred
to foreign grain sector
Experiment 1 investigates the eect of the transfer of 5 percent of Ghanaian farmland
from the domestic grain sector to the foreign grain sector.

8

Figures 6.1 (A)∼(D)

show initial adjustments and transitional dynamics of the experiment in terms of
each variable's percentage departure from the baseline featuring no foreign sectors.
The foreign grain sector features highly capital-intensive technology with higher yield
per unit of land. The foreign sector also faces a lower capital rental rate (0.08) than
other domestic sectors. In addition, Table 5.2 shows labor requirements per ha in the
foreign grain sector ($167) is less than that of the domestic grain sector ($522).
These dierences have numerous implications.

First, higher yield per unit of

land and access to `cheaper' capital imply, all else constant, that returns for foreignoperated land are likely greater than returns to domestic-operated land. This means
greater productive capacity as well as repatriation of part of returns to transferred
lands. Figure (B) shows, initially, that GDP is higher than the baseline by 2.3 percent.
The initial expansion of GNP, dened as GDP minus repatriation (foreign capital
rental income and repatriated prot) and interpreted as total income of domestic
agents, is quite modest (0.2 percent departure from the baseline), though. Second,
capital-intensive technology and less use of labor per unit of land by the foreign sector
imply that the foreign grain sector employs fewer workers per unit of land. Thus, the
foreign grain sector can lead to a `pushing' of both domestic capital and labor from
the transferred land into the rest of the economy.
Figure (A) shows how this `pushing' of resources from the transferred land lowers

8 This 5 percent of total farmland amounts to 36 percent of farmland originally employed by the
domestic grain sector.
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Figure 6.1: The Eect of Foreign Grain Sector - Experiment 1

(A) Factor rental rates
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the wage rate and raises the capital rental rate relative to the baseline. The mechanism at work is as follows.

Since labor needed in the foreign grain sector is less

than that of the domestic grain sector, some dislocated workers from the transferred
land fail to nd re-employment in the foreign grain sector at the prevailing wage rate,
and are released to the labor market. Meanwhile, capital is released from the transferred land because the foreign grain sector brings in capital from outside. Then, it
turns out that the percentage of capital released to the domestic capital market from
the transferred land (1.5 percent of total domestic capital) is slightly less than the
percentage of released labor (1.6 percent of total domestic labor), so eectively the
non-foreign component of domestic production is endowed with relatively more labor
than capital, relative to the baseline case. Consequently, the marginal productivity of
labor decreases and that of capital increases, placing downward pressure on the wage
rate and upward pressure on the capital rental rate. Figure (A) shows that initially
the wage rate is formed at a level below the baseline by 0.3 percent and capital rental
rate above by 0.8 percent.
Over time, higher returns to capital provide households with more incentives to
save, accelerating capital accumulation.

The level of savings is greater than the

baseline level throughout the transition, and so is the level of domestic capital stock,
as seen in Figure (B). In the long run, the economy is endowed with greater capital
stock than the baseline by 1.3 percent.

Put another way, the entry of the foreign

grain sector reinforces the eect of capital deepening.

Meanwhile, labor income is

9

below the baseline level throughout the transition.

During the transition, faster capital accumulation accelerates the growth of the
productive capacity of the economy. So both GDP and GNP grow faster than the
baseline scenario, as indicated by the widening departure of GDP and GNP from the

9 Note that the size of the labor force is all the same across the experiments at each point in time.
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baseline in Figure (B). With faster income growth, household welfare, measured by
the consumption index, also grows faster than the baseline.

10 In the long run, GDP

and GNP are above the baseline level by 2.6 percent and 0.5 percent, respectively.
Household welfare is also marginally above the baseline by 0.43 percent. In addition,
faster capital deepening promotes the growth of the capital-intensive manufacturing
sector, the favorable eect of which is only to be oset by the adverse eect caused
by the change in the domestic terms of trade, as discussed below.
Meanwhile, with faster capital deepening, the capital rental rate declines faster
than the baseline, as shown in Figure (A). The wage rate, on the other hand, grows
faster than the baseline due to faster increases in labor productivity associated with
faster capital accumulation.

This fast wage growth aects the growth of labor-

intensive domestic agricultural sectors adversely over the transition.
Another important implication of the foreign grain sector is its impact on grain
price and consumption. The grain price falls substantially due to the drastic expansion in grain supply, while the demand is initially lower because of the low level of
expenditure, as shown in Figure (C). Over the transition, with income growing faster,
the demand for grain rises, driving up its price. In the long run, grain price is above
the initial level, but still below the baseline level by 1 percent. A lower grain price
and higher incomes (except for the initial two years) allow households to consume
substantially more grain throughout the transition (not depicted in Figure 6.1). The
price index also exhibits a similar, albeit modest, trajectory. Meanwhile, the departure of the service price from the baseline is innitesimal, although slightly rising over
time.

10 Initially the consumption index is below the baseline level by 0.1 percent despite higher initial
income, as shown in Figure (B). This is primarily due to high returns to capital, which leads households to save more and spend less in the early period. As income grows faster, in only 2 years does
the consumption index catch up with the baseline level.
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The change in the domestic terms of trade is largely dominated by this rise in
grain price. That is, compared to the baseline, the increasing price of grain changes
the domestic terms of trade in a way that favorably aects the domestic grain sector
and adversely aects the manufacturing sector, which uses grain as an intermediate
input more than any other sector (See Table 5.1.). Therefore, after the initial fall due
to the land transfers, the domestic grain sector grows faster than the baseline during
the transition, as seen in Figure (D). The manufacturing sector initially expands
compared to the baseline by 7.4 percent due to the substantial fall in grain price.
Over the transition, the rising price of grain aects the growth of manufacturing
adversely.

However, as discussed above, the sector is favorably aected by faster

capital deepening. On balance, the manufacturing sector under this experiment grows
slightly slower than that of the baseline during the transition.

In the long run,

manufacturing output is still above the baseline level by 6.2 percent.
In summary, the transfer of 5 percent of Ghanaian farmland from the domestic
grain sector to the foreign grain sector signicantly expands grain output. The grain
price initially falls substantially, increasing grain consumption.

More importantly,

due to the capital-intensive technology used by the foreign grain sector, relatively
more labor than capital is released from the transferred land into domestic factor
markets. Therefore, the wage rate is lower and the return to capital is higher relative
to the baseline. Higher returns to capital lead to faster capital accumulation; faster
growth during the transition; and greater income and household welfare in the long
run compared to the baseline.

The manufacturing sector expands relative to the

baseline due to the initial fall in the grain price and faster capital deepening over the
transition.
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6.3 Experiment 2: 8 percent of farmland transferred
to biofuel sector
Experiment 2 examines the eect of the transfer of 8 percent of Ghanaian farmland

11

from the non-grain agricultural sector to the foreign biofuel sector.

The foreign

sector features highly capital-intensive technology with greater value added per unit
of land.

The foreign sector also faces a lower capital rental rate (0.08) than other

domestic sectors.

In addition, Table 5.2 shows that labor requirements per ha in

foreign biofuel sector ($356) is greater than that of the non-grain agriculture ($322).
Figures 6.2 (A)∼(D) summarize the initial adjustment and transitional dynamics
under the experiment relative to the baseline with no foreign sectors.
Similar to the experiment with the foreign grain sector, higher value added per
unit of land and access to cheaper capital imply greater productive capacity as well
as repatriation of part of returns to transferred lands.

Figure (B) shows, initially,

GDP is higher than the baseline by 7.9 percent, but, after repatriation, GNP is only
marginally above the baseline by 0.6 percent. Unlike the previous experiment, more
use of labor per unit of land by the biofuel sector implies that the foreign sector
hires more workers per hectare. Thus, the foreign grain sector `pulls' labor into the
transferred land from the rest of the economy.
Figure (A) shows how the `pulling' of labor into the transferred land aects the
factor rental rates.

The biofuel sector raises the wage rate and lowers the capital

rental rate relative to the baseline. The mechanism at work is the following. Because
labor needed in the biofuel sector is greater than that of non-grain agriculture, the
biofuel sector employs all the workers previously employed on the transferred land

11 This 8 percent of total farmland amounts to 8.7 percent of farmland originally employed in
non-grain agriculture.
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and more. In eect, labor is absorbed into the transferred land. In contrast, capital is
released from the transferred land to the domestic capital market because the biofuel
sector brings in capital from outside the country. Eectively, the economy's initial
endowment becomes relatively more capital-abundant when measured by the capital
per worker ratio. Consequently, the marginal productivity of labor increases and that
of capital decreases, driving the wage rate up and the capital rental rate down. Figure
(A) shows that the initial wage rate is formed at a level above the baseline by 2.3
percent and the capital rental rate below by 4.5 percent.
Over time, a lower return to capital provides households with less incentive to
save. Consequently, capital accumulates more slowly, as shown in Figure (B). The
level of savings is below the baseline level throughout the transition, and so is the level
of domestic capital stock. In the long run, the economy is endowed with less capital
stock than the baseline by 6.2 percent. In other words, with farmland transfers to
the biofuel sector, capital deepening occurs more slowly relative to the baseline.
Over the transition, slower capital accumulation impedes the growth of the productive capacity of the economy. So, GDP and GNP grow slower than the baseline,
as indicated by their narrowing departures from the baseline in Figure (B). In particular, GNP, marginally higher than the baseline in year 0, falls below the baseline
in three years. In the long-run equilibrium, GNP is lower than the baseline by 1.44
percent. The trajectory of household welfare, measured by the consumption index,
exhibits a similar pattern. Beginning at a level above the baseline, the consumption
index grows slower than the baseline.

In 30 years, it falls below the baseline level

and remains lower than the baseline by 0.1 percent in the long run equilibrium. In
addition, slower capital deepening also impedes the growth of the capital-intensive
manufacturing sector. Manufacturing grows slower relative to the baseline, as shown
in Figure (D).
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Figure 6.2: The Eect of Biofuel Sector - Experiment 2
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Meanwhile, with slower capital deepening, the capital rental rate declines slower
than the baseline, as shown in Figure (A). The wage rate, on the other hand, grows
slower than the baseline due to a slower increase in labor productivity associated
with slower capital accumulation. Over the transition, slower wage growth favorably
aects the growth of labor-intensive non-grain agriculture, as shown in Figure (D).
Slower capital deepening also aects the domestic terms of trade in such a way
that the increasing advantage of non-tradable goods over tradable goods, observed
in the baseline model, is realized more slowly relative the baseline scenario. This is
because slower income growth leads to slower growth of demand for each good, leading
to slower increases in the prices of non-tradable goods. Figure (C) exhibits that, over
the transition, both service and grain prices increase slower than the baseline, as

12 Correspondingly, the overall price index, beginning

shown by their negative slopes.

above the baseline by 0.16 percent, falls below the baseline in 18 years and stands at a
level marginally below the baseline. Consequently, the production of the non-tradable
service and grain sectors grows slower relative to the baseline and the production of

13

tradable non-grain agriculture grows faster, as shown in Figure (D).

In summary, the transfer of 8 percent of farmland from non-grain agriculture
to the foreign biofuel sector moves labor into the foreign sector from the domestic
labor market, while releasing capital into the domestic capital market.

Therefore,

the wage rate is higher and the return to capital is lower relative to the baseline.
The lower return to capital leads to slower capital accumulation, slower growth over
the transition and lower income and household welfare in the long run compared to
the baseline. Slower capital deepening also induces prices of non-tradable goods to

12 However, both service and grain prices are initially formed at a level above the baseline because
income is greater initially relative to the baseline.

13 The growth of another tradable sector, manufacturing, is also favorably aected, the eect of

which is only to be outweighed by the adverse eect of slower capital deepening discussed above.
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increase slowly. Therefore, non-tradable sectors grow slower, whereas tradable nongrain agriculture grows faster than the baseline over the transition. Finally, slower
capital deepening also impedes the growth of the capital-intensive manufacturing
sector.
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6.4 Experiment 3: 13 percent of farmland transferred to foreign grain sector and biofuel sector
Experiment 3 investigates the combined eect of the transfer of 5 percent of Ghanaian
farmland from the domestic grain sector to the foreign grain sector and the transfer
of 8 percent of farmland from the non-grain agricultural sector to the foreign biofuel
sector. This experiment reects the current distribution of Ghanaian farmland. Both
of the foreign sectors feature greater value added per unit of land and face a lower
capital rental rate (0.08) than other domestic sectors. In addition, Table 5.2 shows
that the labor requirements per unit of land are greater in the domestic grain sector
($522) than in the foreign grain sector ($322), but the requirements are less in the
domestic non-grain agriculture ($322) than in the foreign biofuel sector ($356). Given
that the share of transferred land to the foreign grain sector and the biofuel sector is
5:8, about 28 percent of dislocated workers would fail to nd re-employment at market
wages in the foreign sectors, all other things being equal. However, other things are
not quite equal here because the expansion of productive capacity in agriculture could
aect other sectors via changes in VAD prices. In addition, their access to cheaper
foreign capital allows capital-intensive foreign sectors to expand further and employ
more workers. Therefore, the inspection of the net eect on the labor market of the
presence of both foreign grain and biofuel sectors requires a numerical experiment.
Figures 6.3 (A)∼(D) illustrate the results of such an experiment in terms of an
initial adjustment and transitional dynamics of the economy relative to the baseline.
Naturally the economy under this experiment exhibits both the eect of the foreign
grain sector and that of the biofuel sector, but the extent to which these eects
manifest is not the same. Overall, the eect of this combined presence of the foreign
grain (5 percent) and biofuel (8 percent) sectors is primarily dominated by the eect
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of the biofuel sector with some elements of the eect of the foreign grain sector.
Regarding the direction of departure of major variables, the initial adjustment of
the economy to the entry of both foreign agricultural sectors shows a pattern similar
to the biofuel-only experiment except for the substantial drop in grain price due
to the entry of the foreign grain sector. Concerning the magnitude of departure of
major variables other than the grain price, this experiment exhibits a rather modest
adjustment relative to the biofuel-only experiment.

Over time, the eect of slower

capital deepening dominates the transitional dynamics, as is the case in the biofuelonly experiment. However, the increase in grain supply due to the entry of the foreign
grain sector keeps the grain price substantially low, increasing grain consumption and
household welfare.
Figure (A) shows current land distribution to foreign investment raises the wage
rate and lowers the capital rental rate relative to the baseline as the eect of biofuel
dominates.

It turns out, primarily because of access to cheaper capital, that the

foreign sectors expand substantially and employ a greater number of workers than
the total number of dislocated workers who were previously employed in the lands now
in foreign hands,

14 as is the case with the biofuel-only case. Thus, the economy under

the experiment can be viewed as eectively creating more jobs relative to the baseline,
bidding up the wage rate. The labor market clears at a wage rate above the baseline
by 2.1 percent, which is somewhat lower than that of the biofuel-only experiment
(2.4 percent). On the other hand, capital is released from the transferred land to the
domestic capital market as before, so the capital rental rate is correspondingly formed
at a level below the baseline by 3.7 percent, again by a smaller departure from the
baseline relative to the biofuel-only case (4.5 percent).

14 To be precise, we calculate that the number of workers additionally employed by foreign sectors
amounts to 11.6 percent of all the dislocated workers or 0.9 percent of total labor force.
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Figure 6.3: The Combined Eect of Foreign Grain and Biofuel Sectors - Experiment
3
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Initially, a greater value added per unit of land in the newly added foreign sectors
substantially expands the productive capacity of the economy, as seen in Figure (B).
However, as in the biofuel-only experiment, returns to capital below the baseline level
provide households with less incentive to save, causing capital to accumulate slowly
compared to the baseline. Capital deepening occurs more slowly under the current
land distribution to foreign investments relative to the counterfactual baseline featuring no foreign investments. Correspondingly, GDP and GNP grow slower than the
baseline during the transition. However, capital accumulation occurs faster relative
to the biofuel-only experiment, so in the steady state GNP is below the baseline by
0.9 percent, but slightly higher than the level in the biofuel-only case (1.43 percent
below the baseline).
With income growing slower than the baseline over the transition, consumption
also grows at a slower pace. So over the transition, the consumption index approaches
the baseline from above, as seen in Figure (B). However, household welfare, measured
by the index, remains marginally above the baseline level by 0.33 percent, despite a
lower income than the baseline.

This is a remarkable departure from the biofuel-

only experiment, where household welfare falls below the baseline level during the
transition. The result is due to two reasons. First, income does fall relative to the
baseline, but not as much as in the biofuel-only experiment, as discussed above.
Second, although income falls below the baseline, the saving rate is also lower due to
lower returns to capital, so households save less and spend more.
Meanwhile, with slower capital accumulation, the return to capital declines more
slowly than the baseline, as shown in Figure (A). The wage rate, on the other hand,
grows slower than the baseline due to slower increases in labor productivity associated
with slower capital accumulation. Over the transition, a slower wage growth favorably
aects the growth of the relatively more labor-intensive non-grain agricultural sector,
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as shown in Figure (D).
Mostly due to the sluggish growth of income and demand, prices tend to increase
slower than the baseline, as seen in Figure (C). The service price, initially above the
baseline by 0.2 percent with higher initial incomes, approaches the baseline level from
above. In the long-run equilibrium, service price stands marginally above the baseline
by 0.03 percent.

Meanwhile, the grain price substantially falls due to increases in

supply. However, the change in the grain price over the transition is minuscule. The
grain price remains below the baseline by 1.3 percent with little uctuation throughout
the transition to the long-run equilibrium.

A quick surge in the grain price in the

foreign grain-only experiment due to a steep demand increase is not observed here.

15

Accordingly, households consume a greater amount of grain relative to the baseline
throughout the transition.

Due to such a low grain price, the general price index

is formed below the baseline throughout the transition; households benet from low
prices. Over time, the decrease in intermediate input costs from the falling service
price changes the domestic terms of trade in a way that promotes other sectors.
Figure (D) shows the percentage departure of production in four domestic sectors.
All three forces discussed above are at work - slower capital deepening relative to the
baseline, a declining service price and slower wage growth. Due to the initial land
transfers to foreign sectors, the production of both domestic agricultural sectors begins
substantially below the baseline level, but, during the transition, they grow faster than
the baseline because of the relatively slow growth of the wage rate and the falling
service price. On the other hand, non-agricultural sectors all exhibit slower growth
relative to the baseline during the transition. The anemic growth of manufacturing

15 This is because, unlike in that experiment, expenditure and demand for each good increase more
slowly relative to the baseline. Also, the growth of grain supply is relatively less hampered by wage
growth, which is weaker than the baseline, as shown in Figure (D). This contrasts with the foreign
grain-only experiment that shows stronger wage growth than the baseline.
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relative to the baseline, despite the improvement in domestic terms of trade, is mostly
due to slower capital deepening, which aects the most capital-intensive sector in a
disproportionately adverse way. Service production, beginning marginally above the
baseline, grows slightly slower than the baseline and soon falls below the baseline only
in 3 years.
In summary, the combined transfer of 5 percent of farmland to the foreign grain
sector and 8 percent to the biofuel sector expands grain output and shrinks the
production of domestic agricultural sectors. In short, the eect of the biofuel sector
dominates the combined eect via slower capital deepening, while a lower grain price
improves household welfare.

The wage rate is higher and the capital rental rate

lower relative to the baseline. A lower return to capital provides households with less
incentive to save, leading to slower capital accumulation and weaker growth during
the transition and subsequently lower income in the long run relative to the baseline.
Nevertheless, unlike the biofuel-only case, household welfare does not fall below the
baseline level primarily because of the greater expansion of productive capacity in the
economy.
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Chapter 7
Discussion
7.1 Analysis
The introduction of foreign agricultural sectors signicantly expands the productive
capacity of the economy, so GDP unequivocally improves regardless of the type of
investments from the beginning throughout the transition to the long run equilibrium. However, the implication for domestic income, household welfare and sectoral
development is rather disparate depending on the type of investment.
Transfer of 5 percent of Ghanaian farmland from the domestic grain sector to
the foreign grain sector signicantly expands grain output. The grain price initially
falls substantially, increasing grain consumption. Over the transition, the grain price
rises faster than the baseline, adversely aecting the growth of tradable sectors using
grain as intermediate input.

Initial adjustment of factor rental rates involves the

lower wage rate and the higher capital rental rate, causing lower initial income and
higher savings. During the transition, the wage rate grows faster, negatively aecting
labor-intensive agricultural sectors. Meanwhile, higher savings lead to faster capital
accumulation and stronger growth during the transition and subsequently greater
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income in the long run, which allows greater household welfare, measured by the
consumption level.
Transfer of 8 percent of farmland from non-grain agriculture to the foreign biofuel sector considerably shrinks the production of non-grain agriculture.

Initially

the prices of non-tradable service and grain goods rise, increasing the overall price
level. Initial adjustment of factor rental rates includes the higher wage rate and the
lower capital rental rate, leading to higher initial income and lower savings.

Over

the transition, the wage rate grows slower, favorably aecting labor-intensive agricultural sectors. Meanwhile, lower savings lead to slower capital accumulation and
weaker growth over the transition and subsequently lower income in the long run.
Slower capital rental rate decline associated with slower capital deepening aects
capital-intensive manufacturing adversely relative to the baseline.

After the initial

rise, household welfare falls below the baseline due to the sluggish growth of income.
Combined transfer of 5 percent of farmland to foreign grain sector and 8 percent
to biofuel sector expands grain production and shrinks the production of domestic
agricultural sectors.

In short, the eect of biofuel sector dominates the combined

eect via faster capital accumulation, while lower grain price improves household
welfare. Initial adjustment of factor rental rates involves the higher wage rate and the
lower capital rental rate, causing higher initial income and lower savings. During the
transition, the wage rate grows slower, favorably aecting labor-intensive agricultural
sectors.

Meanwhile, lower savings lead to slower capital accumulation and weaker

growth during the transition and subsequently lower income in the long run, leading
initially higher household welfare to decline relative to the baseline.

Nevertheless,

unlike the biofuel-only case, household welfare does not fall below the baseline level
primarily because of the greater expansion of the economy's productive capacity. In
addition, the lower price level, particularly of grain, relative to the baseline throughout
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the transition raises the level of household welfare beyond the level of expenditure.
Behind these results, changes in return to (domestic) capital, which govern capital
accumulation, are identied as the key channel by which foreign investments aect
growth and long-term income. When only the foreign grain sector acquires farmlands,
faster capital accumulation leads to stronger growth and higher long-term income
and promotes expansion of capital-intensive manufacturing sector by Rybczynski-like
eect. On the other hand, slower capital accumulation, which occurs when signicant
amount of farmlands are acquired by biofuel sectors, leads to weaker growth and lower
long-term income and impedes manufacturing development.
Labor intensity or, to be precise, labor requirement per unit land of technology
used by foreign investments turns out to be the critical factor aecting the pace of
capital accumulation via its impact on return to capital. Once land transfer occurs,
both labor and capital are initially dislocated from the transferred land.

On the

one hand, all the dislocated capital enters the domestic capital market, increasing
the stock of capital available to domestic sectors. On the other hand, three possible
scenarios are distinguishable regarding the eect on labor market.
First, if foreign investments use less labor on the transferred land than their domestic counterpart, as is the case in highly mechanized cereal plantation, a portion
of dislocated workers will fail to nd new employment on the transferred land and be
released to the labor market. If the share of released labor in total labor exceeds the
share of released capital in total domestic capital, the economy eectively becomes
relatively labor abundant and capital scarce, driving the wage rate down and the
capital rental rate up. Then labor income, accounting for more than two thirds of
total income, shrinks, but capital accumulation accelerates over the transition leading
to higher long-term income. This is what happens in the rst numerical experiment
where land is transferred only to the grain-producing foreign investments.
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Second, suppose foreign investments employ less labor per unit land but the share
of released labor in total labor falls short of that of released capital. Then the endowment structure will skew toward relative capital abundance, driving the wage rate up
and the capital rental rate down. Then labor income rises, but capital accumulates
slowly relative to the baseline.

1

Third, if foreign technology features higher labor intensity than domestic agriculture, then the investments actually create jobs and hire additional labor from labor
market, bidding up the wage rate. Cultivation of jatropha bushes, for instance, involves considerable manual work particularly in harvesting, so many farm workers
should be hired.

On the other hand, capital is released from the transferred land,

so the eective endowment structure becomes labor scarce and capital abundant for
domestic sectors, driving the capital rental rate down. In consequence, labor income
rises at the cost of slow capital accumulation and lower long-term income. This is
the case described in the second numerical experiment involving farmland transfer to
biofuel-producing foreign investments.
Note that the importance of labor intensity of foreign technology is consistent
with the ndings of multiple preceding studies reviewed above (Arndt et al. 2010,
Dessy et al. 2012, Kleemann and Thiele 2014). This study adds another unexplored
dimension to the implication of labor intensity of foreign technology with regard to
capital accumulation and long-term income growth.

1 Such outcome is observed in a counterfactual simulation not presented here, where both types
of foreign sectors are present according to the current land distribution in Ghana but the foreign
sectors face the same capital rental rate as domestic sectors instead of the lower foreign capital rental
rate.
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7.2 Robustness
Admittedly, the eect of foreign investments on growth and household welfare, measured by the consumption index discussed thus far, depends on many assumptions on
parameter values. To investigate the sensitivity of the experiment results to varying
values of key parameters, two sets of sensitivity tests are undertaken for the case
where both types of foreign investments are present according to the current land

2 One is a sensitivity test with varying values for the world

distribution in Ghana.

k
capital rental rate (rw ) and another with varying values for the prot sharing ratio
(µ).
Figures 7.1 (A)∼(D) show the sensitivity of the model results to varying world
capital rental rates ranging from 0.06 to 0.12. Note that 0.08 is the value taken in
the experiments above and 0.12 amounts to the steady-state capital rental rate in the

3 Initially, a lower world capital rental rate expands the productive

baseline scenario.

capacity of the economy further relative to a higher world capital rental rate, leading
to greater GNP, at least initially as shown in Figure (A). So a lower world capital
rental rate is associated with greater initial income. Greater initial income translates
into greater initial consumption, as seen in Figure (B). A lower world capital rental
rate also leads to further expansion of foreign agricultural sectors and these foreign
sectors employ more labor, further bidding up the wage rate, as shown in Figure (C).
However, a higher wage rate is also accompanied with a lower return to domestic
capital, as shown in Figure (D). This is because expansion of foreign sectors reduces
the labor available for domestic sectors, eectively skewing the endowment structure
of the economy toward relative labor scarcity and capital abundance.

2 That is the same land distribution as Experiment 3 presented above, featuring 5 percent of total
farmland transferred to the foreign grain sector and 8 percent to the biofuel sector.

3 The possibility of the world capital rental rate being higher than that of the host country

(Ghana) is considered unrealistic and is excluded.
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k
Figure 7.1: Robustness of model results by world capital rental rate (rw , r

kw)
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Over the transition, it is this lower return to capital that impedes investment and
domestic capital accumulation. So a lower world capital rental rate is associated with
lower GNP growth during the transition and lower long-term income, as shown in
Figure (A).
However, consumption unequivocally improves with a lower foreign capital rate
throughout the transition to the long run equilibrium, as shown in Figure (B). This is
because a lower world capital rental rate is associated with a lower domestic capital
rental rate and, subsequently, a lower saving rate; households spend more over the
transition even if they have less income to spend from. In addition, a lower world
capital rental rate is associated with a lower price level, further improving household
consumption beyond their expenditure level.
Therefore, in terms of household welfare and labor income, Ghana will benet
from the current farmland distribution to foreign investors regardless of the level
of the world capital rental rate.

The lower the world capital rental rate is, the

greater household welfare and labor income become at the expense of lower longterm incomes.
Figures 7.2 (A)∼(B) exhibit the sensitivity of the model results to varying levels
of the prot sharing ratio ranging from 0 to 0.35. Note that 0.25 is the value in the
experiments above. A higher prot sharing ratio does not directly aect any prices
of goods or factors, as shown in Figures (C) and (D) where factor rental rates hardly
change depending on the level of the ratio. As seen in Figure (A), it only increases the
income of domestic agents. Greater income translates into greater household welfare,
as shown in Figure (B).
Overall, income and household welfare, measured by the consumption index, are
rather proportionately aected by the level of the prot sharing ratio. With a zero
prot sharing ratio, GNP is always below the baseline throughout the transition.
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Meanwhile, the minimum level of the prot sharing ratio that ensures households are
unequivocally better o throughout the transition to the long run equilibrium turns
out to be 19 percent.
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Figure 7.2: Robustness of model results by prot sharing ratio (µ)
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
The transfer of farmland to foreign investors involves an increase in value added due
to advanced technology and capital investment as well as partial repatriation of that
increased value added.

The environment modeled also entails two types of market

segmentation. First, the segmentation between domestic and world capital markets
implies a discrepancy between world and domestic returns to capital that persist over
time.

Foreign investors' access to `cheaper' capital gives them an advantage over

domestic farms in competing for economy-wide resources.

Second, the segmented

land markets between domestic and foreign-operated farms imply that dierent returns to land across domestic and foreign-operated farms also persist throughout the
transition.
This study's contribution is to model this environment using modern growth theory and quantitatively solve a system of dierential equations capturing the evolution
of an economy over time. The fundamental force of change is the change in the pace of
capital deepening, which is aected by the change in return to domestic capital. The
key factor aecting return to capital is identied as the labor intensity of technology
introduced by foreign investments. That is, the labor intensity of foreign technology
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primarily determines whether the economy eectively becomes more labor-abundant
or capital-abundant, changing marginal productivity of each factor and, subsequently,
wage and capital rental rates over time.
With its highly capital-intensive technology, the foreign grain sector employs less
labor on the transferred land than before, releasing relatively more labor than capital
into domestic factor markets.

Therefore, the wage rate is lower and the return to

capital is higher relative to the baseline with no foreign investments. A higher return
to capital leads to faster capital accumulation, faster growth during the transition,
and greater income and household welfare, measured by consumption level, in the
long run compared to the baseline.
On the other hand, with its intensive use of labor, foreign biofuel investment
absorbs labor from the domestic labor market, while releasing domestic capital into
the domestic capital market.

Therefore, the wage rate is higher and the return to

capital is lower relative to the baseline. A lower return to capital leads to slower capital
accumulation, slower growth over the transition, and lower income and household
welfare in the long run compared to the baseline. Finally, the current distribution of
land in Ghana, characterized by the predominance of biofuel projects, is expected to
improve labor income and household welfare despite weaker GDP growth and lower
domestic income in the long run.
Grain cultivation investments with low labor intensity could promote long-term
growth at the cost of labor income. Contract farming involving local farmers is known
to be more labor-intensive compared to plantation agriculture. Institutional arrangements encouraging contract farming rather than plantation agriculture on transferred
land can minimize dislocation of local farmers and unemployment. Regulations ensuring a substantial share of land use compensation from foreign investors be funneled
to the aected community rather than local elites or authorities could mitigate the
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hardships associated with dislocation.
Biofuel projects with high labor intensity are likely to favor workers at the expense of long-term income and welfare due to insucient capital accumulation, which
is particularly pertinent in the Ghanaian context, given the predominance of biofuel
projects in current farmland distribution. Regulations prescribing a part of land use
compensation be paid in the form of infrastructure provision such as roads and irrigation facilities for the community could enhance long-term growth potential. Policy
initiatives aimed at providing incentives for saving, such as tax benets for interest income or strengthening nancial institutions, could help overcome a shortage of
savings and investments associated with the entry of labor-intensive biofuel projects.
Qualications for the validity of two key assumptions underlying this study oer
guidance for interpreting the results as well as directions for future research. First,
only farmland transfers are considered in the model based on literature.

However,

it is possible that part of the land acquired by foreign investors comes from farmland expansion and not from domestic agriculture. Second, spillovers in the form of
knowledge transfer and improved infrastructure are not explicitly modeled due to a
dearth of supporting documentation as well as the inevitable arbitrariness associated
with quantitatively modeling spillover without relevant empirical data. Incorporating
these factors into the model would aect the results favorably in terms of benets to
the host country via expanded productive capacity. Therefore, the model results of
this study should be interpreted as conservative estimates of the impact of foreign
investment. Further research modeling spillover or land expansion based on empirical
data will add another intriguing dimension to our knowledge and understanding of
the eect of transnational farmland investments on the host country economy.
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Appendix A
Aggregation of Sectors

The sectors in the model correspond to subsectors in the GTAP 8 database in the
following way. The manufacturing sector consists of manufacturing and mining subsectors.

The services sector include utility, transportation, construction as well as

other personal and business services. Non-grain agriculture is dened as agricultural
sub-sectors not included in the grain sector. That is, the grain sector and the nongrain agricultural sector constitute (domestic) agriculture in Ghana. Note that this
sector denition diers from the sector denition of the historical time-series data
used for the validation of the model results in the Appendix B.

Manufacturing coal; oil; gas; minerals nec; meat: cattle,sheep,goats,horse; meat
products nec; vegetable oils and fats; dairy products; processed rice; sugar;
food products nec; beverages and tobacco products; textiles; wearing apparel;
leather products; wood products; paper products, publishing; petroleum, coal
products; chemical,rubber,plastic prods; mineral products nec; ferrous metals;
metals nec; metal products; motor vehicles and parts; transport equipment nec;
electronic equipment; machinery and equipment nec; manufactures nec.

Services electricity; gas manufacture, distribution; water; construction; trade; transport nec; sea transport; air transport; communication; nancial services nec;
insurance; business services nec; recreation and other services; public administration, defense, health and education; dwellings.
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Grain paddy rice; wheat; cereal grains nec.
Non-grain Agriculture vegetables, sugar cane, sugar beet; fruit, nuts; plant-based
bers; crops nec; cattle,sheep,goats,horses; animal products nec; raw milk; wool,
silk-worm cocoons; forestry; shing.
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Appendix B
Validation of Model Results

A comparison of the growth model's projected results against historical data validates
the eectiveness of the model. We validate the model results from Experiment 3, reecting the current farmland distribution in Ghana, for the period 2006-2013 over
four select variables: economy-wide GDP and the value added of agriculture, manufacturing, and services. The data is taken from the World Development Indicators.
Both the model prediction and historical data are normalized to the base year 2007
to better discern the trends and avoid discrepancies coming from dierences in GDP
and sector denitions between the model and the WDI database.
As presented in Appendix A, in the model the manufacturing sector consists of
manufacturing and mining sub-sectors, but the historical time-series data corresponding to this classication is not available. Therefore, the data for the industrial sector
from the WDI database, which consists of manufacturing, mining, utilities and construction, is used instead for the validation of the manufacturing value added that
the model predicts. Accordingly, the service sector from the WDI database used for
validation is more narrowly dened than the service sector included in the model.
Table 8.1 reports numerical measures of the model's forecast accuracy. Pearson's
correlation coecient provides a linear measure of the correlation between the data
and the forecast. Overall, the correlation is extremely high in each sector as well as
in GDP.
Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) measures the size of forecast error relative to actual data with smaller values indicating a closer t to the data. MAPE
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Table 8.1: Measures of the model's forecast accuracy: 2006-2013

Economy-wide

Agriculture

Manufacturing

Service

GDP

VAD

VAD

VAD

Correlation Coecient

0.990

0.970

0.960

0.994

Mean Absolute Percentage Error

4.000

3.805

9.387

3.158

Theil's U Statistic

0.052

0.032

0.114

0.043

Sources: World Development Indicators, model results

is quite low for GDP and the agricultural and service sectors, and relatively high
for manufacturing. Theil's U statistic is bound between zero and unity, with values
closer to zero indicating greater forecasting accuracy. For all sectors and GDP, this
measure is below 0.12, suggesting the model's eectiveness. This measure also shows
the model projections for GDP and the agricultural and service sectors predict the
data better than the manufacturing sector.
Figures 8.1 (A)∼(D) graphically present the t of the model results to historical
data.

Model predictions are indicated by dashed lines.

Inspection of Figures 8.1

(A)∼(D) conrms that the model results closely follow the trajectory of the historical
data, albeit not perfectly. Consistent with the numerical measures, the manufacturing
sector indicates the least accuracy in terms of the t of model prediction to historical
data relative to other sectors for which the t is closer. On balance, we conclude the
graphical presentation of validation does provide a sucient level of condence for
using the model to explore various scenarios.
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Figure 8.1: Validation of model results: 2006-2013
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